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Ko hodiš, pojdi zmeraj do konca.

Spomladi do rožne cvetice,
poleti do zrele pšenice,
jeseni do polne police,
pozimi do snežne kraljice,
v knjigi do zadnje vrstice,
v življenju do prave resnice,
a v sebi – do rdečice
čez eno in drugo lice.

A če ne prideš ne prvič, ne drugič
do krova in pravega kova
poskusi
vnovič
in zopet
in znova.

–Tone Pavček
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Davor Sluga
Iskanje odvisnosti v podatkih z metodami teorije informacij

Izbira značilk je nujna na mnogih področjih, ki vključujejo visoko-dimenzionalne po-
datke. Izboljšuje možnost posploševanja regresijskih in klasifikacijskih metod in s tem
tudi uspešnost modeliranja sistemov ter omogoča lažjo interpretacijo podatkov. Po-
membnost značilk ocenimo s pomočjo kriterijske funkcije. Informacijske mere so sa-
moumevne kandidatke, saj izhajajo iz cilja izbire značilk: želimo pridobiti nabor zna-
čilk, ki nudijo največ informacij o sistemu. Informacijsko-teoretične metode izbiranja
značilk ponavadi potrebujejo oceno verjetnostne porazdelitve podatkov, na žalost pa se
njeno ocenjevanje velikokrat izkaže za problematično. V disertaciji predlagamo novo
metodo za izbiro značilk QMIFS (ang. quadratic mutual information feature selecti-
on), ki temelji na kvadratni medsebojni informaciji. Ta informacijsko-teoretična mera
izhaja iz Cauchy-Schwarzeve divergence in Renyijeve entropije. Metoda uporablja ne-
posredno oceno kvadratne medsebojne informacije iz podatkov z uporabo Gaussovih
jedrnih funkcij. Zazna lahko nelinearne odvisnosti drugega reda. Izbira značilk iz veli-
kih zbirk podatkov lahko postane zaradi dolgih izvajalnih časov praktično neuporabna.
Računsko zahtevnost naše metode zmanjšamo s pomočjo nepopolne dekompozicije
Choleskega nad vhodnimi podatki in ustreznim preoblikovanjem izračuna kriterijske
funkcije. Učinkovitost predlagane metode se kaže skozi obsežno primerjavo z meto-
dami MIFS (ang. mutual information feature selection), MRMR (ang. minimum
redundancy maximum relevance) in JMI (ang. joint mutual information) na regre-
sijski in klasifikacijski problemski domeni. Rezultati kažejo, da je predlagana metoda
iz stališča uspešnosti modela primerljiva z ostalimi na klasifikacijskih problemih, le da
je precej hitrejša. Na regresijskih problemih je nekoliko bolj uspešna od ostalih, ven-
dar počasnejša. Zaporedni algoritmi za izbiro značilk lahko odpovejo, če podatkovna
množica vsebuje več sto ali celo več tisoč značilk. Masovno vzporedni sistemi, kot na
primer grafične procesne enote, nudijo veliko računske moči in naredijo analizo visoko-
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dimenzionalnih podatkovnih množic časovno izvedljivo. Predlagano metodo za izbiro
značilk smo preoblikovali tako, da omogoča izrabo zmogljivih grafičnih procesnih enot
in računskih koprocesorjev. Dosegli smo precejšnje zmanjšanje časov izvajanja, zaradi
česar je metoda veliko bolj primerna za uporabo na velikih zbirkah podatkov.

Ključne besede: Iskanje značilk, teorija informacij, Cauchy-Shwarzova divergenca, Re-
nyijeva entropija, splošno namensko računanje na GPE



ABSTRACT

University of Ljubljana
Faculty of Computer and Information Science

Davor Sluga
Finding dependencies in data with information-theoretic methods

The selection of features that are relevant for a classification or a regression problem is
very important in many domains which involve high-dimensional data. It improves
the performance and generalization capabilities of regression and classification methods
and facilitates the interpretation of the data about a system. To assess feature relevance,
some kind of criterion function must be used. Information measures are an obvious
candidate because they arise from the goal of feature selection: we wish to obtain a set
of features that contain the most information about a system. Information-theoretic
feature selection methods usually need to estimate the probability distributions of the
data in order to assess feature relevance, this often proves to be problematic. In this
thesis we propose a novel feature selection method (QMIFS) based on quadratic mu-
tual information which has its roots in Cauchy–Schwarz divergence and Renyi entropy.
The method uses the direct estimation of quadratic mutual information from data sam-
ples using Gaussian kernel functions, and can detect second order non-linear relations.
Feature selection on large data sets can be infeasible due to long execution times. We
reduce the computational complexity of the method through incomplete Cholesky de-
composition of the input data and derive an appropriate estimator of the criterion func-
tion. The effectiveness of the proposed method is demonstrated through an extensive
comparison with mutual information feature selection (MIFS), minimum redundancy
maximum relevance (MRMR), and joint mutual information (JMI) on classification
and regression problem domains. The experiments show that proposed method per-
forms comparably to the other methods when applied to classification problems, except
it is considerably faster. In the case of regression, it compares favourably to the others,
but is slower. If the data includes hundreds or even thousands of features, sequential
algorithms for feature selection may no longer suffice. Nowadays massively parallel
systems such as graphics processing units offer the computational power to make anal-
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ysis of high-dimensional data feasible. We modified the proposed method to make
use of the powerful hardware of graphics processing units. We achieve considerable
improvements in the execution times, making it viable for usage on large data sets.

Key words: feature selection, information theory, Cauchy-Shwarz divergence, Renyi
entropy, general-purpose GPU computing
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High-dimensional data are present in many areas of engineering and research like im-
age and signal processing, biological and medical data analysis, and advertising. The
availability of low cost sensors, increased capacity and low costs of storage equipment
along with ability to transfer large amounts of data seamlessly across the world facili-
tates the concurrent measurement of many features. The idea is that adding features
can only increase the amount of information about a system. The catch is that high-
dimensional data are in general more difficult to analyze. Many data analysis tools fail
when confronted with high-dimensional data, or provide meaningless results. Prob-
lems that arise due to handling high-dimensional data are frequently referred to as the
curse of dimensionality [].

To counteract these difficulties two approaches are possible. One is to develop tools
that are able to model high-dimensional data in a lower-dimensional space, like for
example support-vector machines. The other is to reduce the dimensionality of the
data without throwing away too much information. There are two possible ways to
reduce the dimensionality of the data: feature extraction, which produces data of lower
dimension by combining features together, or feature selection, which selects a subset
of the original features and discards the others by means of some criterion function.
The latter approach has the advantage of preserving the original features, which may
help a data analyst interpret the model or analysis results.

There are many types of criterion functions that can be used to assess the relevancy of
the features. They are based on different measures and their extensions []. These in-
clude measures of distance or divergence, dependency measures, consistency measures,
and information measures [].

Information measures are definitely among the most interesting because they arise
from the definition of feature selection: we wish to obtain a set of features providing
the largest amount of information about the target system. Commonly used measures
include average mutual information [] together with its extensions and relative en-
tropy. Measures based on generalizations of Shannon entropy, for example Renyi []
and Tsallis [] entropy, are also possible candidates. All information measures share the
necessity to calculate the probability distribution of the data. This is usually done by
building histograms or using kernel density estimation. These methods can be prob-
lematic from two aspects: the computational complexity and the accuracy of approxi-
mation of the probability distributions; especially when dealing with high-dimensional
probability distributions. Most information-theoretic feature selection methods deal
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with discrete data only. This means that if data includes continuous features, they need
to be discretized beforehand, which adds an additional step to the whole process, pos-
sibly shrouding some intricate details in the data. A partial solution to this problem
can be found in the work of Principe et al. [], where Renyi entropy in combination
with Parzen windows is used to efficiently calculate the quadratic mutual information
directly from the data (continuous or discrete), without the intermediate step of prob-
ability density estimation.

Computational complexity of feature selection methods emerges as an issue when
dealing with large data sets. Feasible execution times can be achieved by consider-
ing modern massively parallel architectures like graphics processing units capable of
general purpose computing and providing much more computing power than central
processing units []. They can be used to speed up the computations, but only if the
problem solving algorithm can be efficiently parallelized []. Feature selection usually
involves computing some criterion function on a multitude of features or feature sub-
sets. The computations are independent of each other, which makes parallelization of
feature selection methods viable. This is especially important if the criterion function
is computationally expensive and we need to analyze large datasets, like genetic data,
where the number of features can reach millions [].

. Contributions to science

The main topic of this thesis is introduction of a new information-theoretic measure
for finding relevant features and searching for dependencies in data, both from the
perspective of relevancy of the selected features and faster processing. We primarily
focus on detecting interactions between pairs of features, which can potentially better
explain the observed data. Furthermore, we want to avoid preprocessing steps like
discretization of the data or estimation of probability distributions and cope with data
directly. We summarize our contributions to the scientific community in the following.

Development of a novel feature selection method based on extended information-
theoretic measures. We propose the quadratic mutual information feature se-
lection algorithm (QMIFS) that uses an evaluation criterion based on quadratic
mutual information to guide the feature selection process. The proposed method
uses a greedy search strategy to sweep through the feature space and is able to
detect second-order non-linear relations between features and the output. It can
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deal with discrete or continuous features and output, which makes it suitable to
use without any preprocessing dependent on expert knowledge about the data.
Moreover, it avoids using parameters, which are inconvenient for non-experts
in the field. It is possible to use it as a precursor to classification as well as regres-
sion problems in order to avoid over-fitting and to improve the learning machine
performance.

Optimization of computing the criterion function using incomplete Cholesky decom-
position. We integrate incomplete Cholesky decomposition (ICD) into the crite-
rion function of QMIFS to reduce its computational complexity form quadratic
to linear with regards to the number of instances in the data. To achieve this we
derive an estimator for the three-variate quadratic mutual information that uses
incomplete Cholesky decomposition of the input variables.

Parallelization of the developed method for massively parallel systems. We intro-
duce appropriate modifications of QMIFS to make it feasible for execution on
massively parallel architectures. We identify the most computationally inten-
sive part of the QMIFS algorithm and adopt it for execution on a massively
parallel architectures – graphics processing units (GPUs) and Many core archi-
tecture (MIC) coprocessors. In the process we take special care in minimizing
the memory transfer overhead an unnecessary coordination between the CPU
and the GPU/MIC coprocessor. Furthermore, we investigate the possibility of
using all of the processing resources simultaneously to further reduce the run-
ning time of the method.

. Thesis outline

We begin the thesis with a short introduction to information theory. In Chapter 
we familiarize with the information-theoretic terminology and put forward common
information-theoretic quantities. We also present some extensions to the original con-
cepts of information theory and summarize the approaches for estimation of information-
theoretic quantities. In Chapter  we review the field of feature selection, with em-
phasis on methods based on information-theoretic measures. We proceed with the
proposal of a novel feature selection method (QMIFS) in Chapter . The method is
based on quadratic mutual information and uses a greedy search algorithm to find rel-
evant features. We compare QMIFS to three other information-theoretic features on
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multiple datasets. In Chapter  we improve the method using incomplete Cholesky
decomposition. We familiarize with the concept of using GPUs for general-purpose
computing and propose a modification of QMIFS suitable for execution on a GPU.
We further extend the concept to the MIC architecture and to combination of CPU,
GPU, and MIC. We test the different QMIFS implementations on multiple data sets
and compare them with the original proposal and other comparable methods with re-
gards to execution time. We summarize the thesis in Chapter  with further research
directions in mind.
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Information theory is a science field dealing with quantification, storage, and commu-
nication of information []. Its origins can be traced back to the pioneering works
of Nyquist who in  worked on the problem of sending information over a tele-
graph channel with maximum possible speed and without distortion. In  Hartley
further developed the field when he tried to define a measure of information. The
foundations of information theory as we know it today were laid down in  by
Shannon [] when he extended the works of Nyquist and Hartley with the concepts
of entropy and probability.

. Shannon measures of information

Let 𝑋 be a discrete scalar random variable which can acquire values {𝑥, ..., 𝑥𝑛} with
probabilities {𝑝𝑋 (𝑥), ..., 𝑝𝑋 (𝑥𝑛)}. For the discrete probability mass function 𝑝𝑋 it
holds that 𝑝𝑋 (𝑥𝑖) ≥ 0, 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛, and ∑𝑛

𝑖= 𝑝𝑋 (𝑥𝑖) = 1. The entropy 𝐻(𝑋) is then
defined as []

𝐻(𝑋) = −
𝑛

𝑖=
𝑝𝑋 (𝑥𝑖) log 𝑝𝑋 (𝑥𝑖) . (.)

The base of the algorithm is arbitrary. However, the usual approach is to use base
2, which yields entropy measured in bits. Entropy can be interpreted as the average
amount of information one has to obtain about a random variable in order to remove
all uncertainty about its value [].

Entropy is minimal, 𝐻(𝑋) = 0, when there is no uncertainty about the value of 𝑋
– its probability distribution is deterministic. It obtains the maximum value 𝐻(𝑋) =
log 𝑛 when the probabilities are equal for every possible value of X , in such case the

probability mass function is equal to 𝑝X = ..., 𝑛 , ....
We can extend the notion of entropy to a vector random variable X = (𝑋, ..., 𝑋𝐷),

where 𝑋, ..., 𝑋𝐷 are scalar random variables. Vector random variable X can then
acquire values {x, ...,x𝑛} with probabilities {𝑝X(x), ..., 𝑝X(x𝑛)}. Entropy of X is

𝐻(X) = −
𝑛

𝑖=
𝑝X(x𝑖) log 𝑝X(x𝑖) . (.)
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If we introduce another scalar random variable𝑌, which can acquire values {𝑦, ..., 𝑦𝑚}
with probabilities {𝑝𝑌 (𝑦), ..., 𝑝𝑌 (𝑦𝑚)}, we can express its entropy as

𝐻(𝑌) = −
𝑚

𝑖=
𝑝𝑌 (𝑦𝑖) log 𝑝𝑌 (𝑦𝑖) . (.)

One can also observe the ambiguity of both X and 𝑌 when observed together. We can
compute the joint entropy𝐻(X, 𝑌) by considering the joint probabilities 𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗)
of events in which X will take on the value x𝑖, and 𝑌 the value 𝑦𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, .., 𝑛, 𝑗 =
1, ..., 𝑚. From this we can deduce the equation for computing the joint entropy

𝐻(X, 𝑌) = −
𝑖,𝑗
𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) log 𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) . (.)

If the two variables are independent then it holds that 𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) = 𝑝X(x𝑖)𝑝𝑌 (𝑦𝑗),
and the joint entropy is equal to the sum of entropies, 𝐻(X, 𝑌) = 𝐻(X) + 𝐻(𝑌).

Furthermore, we can also define the conditional entropy of X when 𝑌 takes on the
value 𝑦𝑗,

𝐻(X|𝑌 = 𝑦𝑗) = −
𝑖
𝑝X|𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) log 𝑝X|𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) , (.)

where 𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) = 𝑝X|𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) 𝑝𝑌 (𝑦𝑗), and 𝑝X|𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) is the conditional prob-
ability of X taking on the value of x𝑖, given the value of 𝑌 = 𝑦𝑗. The average of
conditional entropies across all 𝑦𝑗, is the conditional entropy

𝐻(X|𝑌) = −
𝑗
𝑝𝑌 (𝑦𝑗)𝐻(X|𝑌 = 𝑦𝑗) , (.)

which gives us the entropy of X when we already know the value of 𝑌.

.. Kullback-Leibler divergence

Another important information-theoretic measure is the Kullback-Leibler divergence
(KL) that measures discrepancy between two probability mass functions 𝑝X and 𝑝′X
defined over the same random variable.

𝐷KL(𝑝X; 𝑝′X) =
𝑛

𝑖=
𝑝X(x𝑖) log

𝑝X(x𝑖)
𝑝′X(x𝑖)

. (.)
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It can be sought as a generalization of algebraic distance measures, such as Euclidean
norm, to probability distributions. It is always non-negative and is zero if and only
if 𝑝X and 𝑝′X are equal. However, it must be noted that KL divergence is not a true
metric, since it does not obey triangle inequality and in general is not symmetric –
𝐷KL(𝑝X; 𝑝′X) does not equal 𝐷KL(𝑝′X; 𝑝X).

The extension of the KL divergence to a pair of random variables (X, 𝑌) yields

𝐷KL(𝑝X𝑌 ; 𝑝′X𝑌 ) = 
𝑖,𝑗
𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) log

𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗)
𝑝′X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗)

, (.)

where 𝑝X𝑌 and 𝑝′X𝑌 are two joint probability distributions defined over X and 𝑌.

.. Mutual information

Mutual information (MI) measures the amount of information one random variable
contains about another random variable. Lets consider a pair of random variables
(X, 𝑌). Mutual information 𝐼(X; 𝑌) is then the KL divergence between the joint
distribution 𝑝X𝑌 and the product distribution 𝑝′X𝑌 = 𝑝X𝑝𝑌 , which assumes the two
variables are independent

𝐼(X; 𝑌) = 𝐷KL(𝑝X𝑌 ; 𝑝X𝑝𝑌 ) (.)

= 
𝑖,𝑗
𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗) log

𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗)
𝑝X(x𝑖)𝑝𝑌 (𝑦𝑗)

(.)

= 𝐻(X) + 𝐻(𝑌) − 𝐻(X, 𝑌) (.)

= 𝐻(X) − 𝐻(X|𝑌) . (.)

Mutual information is non-negative and equal zero if the two random variables are
independent. If X is completely dependent on Y then it holds that 𝐻(X|𝑌) = 0,
since 𝑌 unambiguously defines the value of X. In this case mutual information is
maximal and equal to 𝐻(X). Due to symmetry, it also follows that

𝐼(X; 𝑌) = 𝐻(𝑌) − 𝐻(𝑌|X) . (.)

Thus X says as much about 𝑌 as 𝑌 says about X. The relations between the measures
of entropy and mutual information are most clearly presented using a Venn diagram
in Fig. ..
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Figure .
Venn diagram represent-
ing relations between
𝐻(X), 𝐻(𝑌), 𝐻(X, 𝑌),
𝐻(X|𝑌), 𝐻(𝑌|X), and
𝐼(X; 𝑌).

.. Mutual information between multiple random variables

Various generalizations of mutual information to more than two random variables have
been proposed []. One approach is to derive it directly from the KL divergence
similarly to the two-variable case. Lets again consider the vector random variable X =
(𝑋, ..., 𝑋𝐷). To measure the amount of information that is shared between variables
in the set, we can compute the KL divergence between 𝑝X and the product distribution
∏𝐷

𝑘= 𝑝Xk
,

𝐶(𝑋, ..., 𝑋𝐷) = 𝐷KL(𝑝X;
𝐷

𝑘=

𝑝Xk
) (.)

=
𝐷

𝑘=

𝐻(𝑋𝑘) − 𝐻(X) . (.)

The quantity𝐶(𝑋, ..., 𝑋𝐷) is called total correlation []. In the case where the vector
random variable consist of only two variables X = (𝑋, 𝑋), the total correlation
𝐶(𝑋, 𝑋) is equal to the mutual information 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑋).

Another way towards the definition of mutual information for multiple variables is
to first consider the three-variate case. Besides 𝑋 and 𝑌 let us now introduce a new
scalar random variable 𝑍 with probability mass function 𝑝Z . We could now try to
find out how introducing this new variable into our environment affects the mutual
information between 𝑋 and 𝑌. We can approach this problem by using the three-
variate Venn diagram. The red area in Fig. . shows 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌|𝑍), the conditional mutual
information between 𝑋 an 𝑌, given the knowledge of 𝑍. From the Venn diagram we
can easily deduce an equation which gives 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌|𝑍) using already familiar quantities.
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Figure .
Venn diagram represent-
ing relations between
information-theoretic
quantities in the three-
variate case.

One possibility is

𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌|𝑍) = 𝐻(𝑋|𝑍) − 𝐻(𝑋|𝑌, 𝑍) . (.)

Conditional mutual information is non-negative and is zero if 𝑋 and 𝑌 are unrelated
given the knowledge of 𝑍, or if 𝑍 completely describes the connection between 𝑋
and 𝑌. Conditional mutual information 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌|𝑍) thus explains the relation between
𝑋 and 𝑌 in the presence of 𝑍, but it does not measure the amount of information
brought into the environment by introducing 𝑍. This can be measured by observing
the intersection of all three variables in Fig. . – the area marked in grey. This is the
multivariate mutual information 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌; 𝑍) between all three variables

𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌; 𝑍) = 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌) − 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑌|𝑍)
= 𝐼(𝑋; 𝑍) + 𝐼(𝑌; 𝑍) − 𝐼(𝑋, 𝑌; 𝑍) . (.)

Multivariate mutual information expresses the amount of information common to
a set of variables, but not present in any subset. It is symmetric, but unlike mutual
information, it can be either positive or negative. In some works authors put a neg-
ative sign in front of the quantity and call it interaction information []. Negative
value of multivariate mutual information indicates that variable 𝑍 explains some of the
relation between𝑋 and 𝑌, whereas a positive value suggests that 𝑍 provides redundant
information about the relation between 𝑋 and 𝑌.
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.. Differential information-theoretic measures

In the previous section we were dealing with discrete random variables, which can only
take on a finite amount of values. If the set of possible values is infinite, we call this
kind of variable a continuous random variable. In this case the distribution of values
is described using a continuous probability density function 𝑝X (𝑥) for which it holds
that ∫𝑝X (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 1.

The differential entropy𝐻𝑑(𝑋) of a continuous random variable with density 𝑝X (𝑥)
is then defined as

𝐻𝑑(𝑋) = −𝑝X (𝑥) log 𝑝X (𝑥)𝑑𝑥 . (.)

Similarly as in Eq. . we can extend the notion of entropy to a vector of continuous
random variables, where 𝑝X(x) is the joint probability density function,

𝐻𝑑(X) = −𝑝X(x) log 𝑝X(x)𝑑x . (.)

Unlike discrete entropy, differential entropy can be negative as shown in the fol-
lowing example. Consider an uniformly distributed random variable on the interval
[0, 𝑎]. The probability density in the interval is equal to 1/𝑎, and 0 elsewhere. Follow-
ing Eq. . we obtain

𝐻𝑑(X) = −
𝑎


log 𝑑𝑥 = log 𝑎 , (.)

which yields a negative differential entropy for 0 < 𝑎 < 1.
Kullback-Leibler divergence and mutual information can also be extended to proba-

bility density functions. Differential KL divergence between two probability densities
𝑝X and 𝑝′X is defined by

𝐷𝑑
(𝑝X, 𝑝′X) = 𝑝X(x) log

𝑝X(x)
𝑝′X(x)

𝑑x . (.)

From there, as in Eq. ., we also define differential mutual information between two
continuous random variables X and 𝑌 as

𝐼𝑑(X; 𝑌) = 𝐷𝑑
(𝑝X𝑌 , 𝑝X𝑝𝑌 ) . (.)

The properties of differential KL divergence and mutual information are the same as
in the discrete case.
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. Generalizations of Shannon information-theoretic measures

Besides the classical Shannon entropy, there exist a range of information entropy gen-
eralizations []. One of the more widely known is the Renyi Entropy []. Renyi
tried to establish the most general definition of information measures that would pre-
serve the additivity of independent events and compatibility with Kolmogorov axioms
of probability. He extended the ordinary mean in Eq. . with an exponential class of
functions and obtained a parametric family of information measures – Renyi entropies.
In case of a discrete vector random variable X, Renyi entropy of order 𝑞 is given by

𝐻𝑞 (X) =
1

1 − 𝑞 log
𝑛

𝑖=
𝑝X(x𝑖)𝑞 , (.)

with 𝑞 > 0 and 𝑞 ≠ 1. It should be noted that Renyi entropy converges to Shannon
entropy as 𝑞 approaches 1 in the limit [].

From Eq. . we can establish a few key properties of Renyi’s entropies:

𝐻𝑞 (X) is non-negative, and is equal to zero if and only if the distribution is
degenerated,

𝐻𝑞 (X) obtains the maximum value of 𝐻𝑞 (X) = log 𝑛, when 𝑝X(x𝑖) =

𝑛 , ∀𝑖 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑛},

𝐻𝑞 (X) is monotonous and non increasing function of 𝑞,

𝐻𝑞 (X, 𝑌) = 𝐻𝑞 (X) + 𝐻𝑞 (𝑌), if and only if X and 𝑌 are independent.

.. Renyi divergence and mutual information

Since Renyi entropy is a generalization of Shannon entropy, one can also establish
a generalization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence between two discrete probability
distributions 𝑝X and 𝑝′X. Renyi [] proposed the following definition

𝐷q(𝑝X; 𝑝′X) =
1

1 − 𝑞 log
𝑛

𝑖=

𝑝X(x𝑖)𝑞

𝑝′X(x𝑖)𝑞−
. (.)

The key properties of the Renyi divergence are the following

𝐷q(𝑝X; 𝑝′X) ≥ 0, ∀𝑞 > 0,
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𝐷q(𝑝X; 𝑝′X) = 0, if and only if 𝑝X = 𝑝′X,

lim𝑞→𝐷q(𝑝X; 𝑝′X) = 𝐷(𝑝X, 𝑝′X).

In the previous section we derived the notion of mutual information from the def-
inition of Kullback-Leibler divergence between the joint distribution 𝑝X𝑌 and the
product distribution 𝑝X𝑝𝑌 . Similarly, Renyi 𝑞 mutual information can be derived in
the same way as

𝐼(X; 𝑌)𝑞 = 𝐷q(𝑝X𝑌 , 𝑝X𝑝𝑌 ) =
1

1 − 𝑞 log

𝑖,𝑗

𝑝X𝑌 (x𝑖, 𝑦𝑗)𝑞

𝑝X(x𝑖)𝑝𝑌 (𝑦𝑗)
𝑞− . (.)

Again, in the limit as 𝑞 approaches 1, 𝐼(X; 𝑌)𝑞 becomes Shannon mutual information.
However, 𝐼(X; 𝑌)𝑞 does not follow all of the proprieties of Shannon mutual informa-
tion. It is non-negative and symmetric but it can yield strange results. For example,
information on𝑌 given byX can be larger than the information ofX. This means that
the Venn diagram representation of relations between information-theoretic quantities
does not hold in the case of Renyi’s generalizations. Renyi tried different approaches
to define a generalized measure of mutual information, but unfortunately all of them
have shortcomings [].

.. Differential Renyi entropy

To deal with continuous random variables, Renyi also proposed the differential Renyi
Entropy. Let 𝑝X(x) be a integrable probability density function, then the differential
Renyi entropy of order 𝑞 is

𝐻𝑑
𝑞 (X) =

1
1 − 𝑞 log𝑝X(x)𝑞𝑑x . (.)

Similarly to the differential Shannon entropy, the differential Renyi entropy can be
negative for 𝑞 < 1. It becomes Shannon differential entropy when 𝑞 approaches 1.
Analogously to the differential entropy, both differential Renyi divergence and mu-
tual information can be established by replacing the summation with an integral over
probability density functions

𝐷𝑑
q(𝑝X, 𝑝′X) =

1
1 − 𝑞 𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝑝X(x)𝑞

𝑝′X(x)𝑞−
𝑑x , (.)
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and

𝐼𝑑q (X; 𝑌) = 𝐷𝑑
q(𝑝X𝑌 , 𝑝X𝑝𝑌 ) . (.)

. Estimation of information-theoretic measures

Obviously, there is a difference on how to estimate information-theoretic measures if
we are dealing with discrete or continuous variables. If the variables are discrete, es-
timation involves finding the probability distribution using histograms and then per-
forming summations over the probabilities.

When the variables are continuous, one option is to apply a discretization step be-
forehand (equal width binning, equal frequency binning, etc.) [] and again use sum-
mations. The manual selection of the number of bins can affect estimation of MI and
can lead to spurious results by shrouding some properties of the probability distribu-
tion. A better approach is to perform the discretization using an adaptive technique
like minimum description length (MDL) [].

The more direct approach when dealing with continuous variables is to use differ-
ential information-theoretic measures. Usually, the estimation includes a probability
density function (PDF) estimation from the data followed by the integral estimation
from the PDF. Other approaches to differential information-theoretic measures esti-
mation have also been proposed in the literature, due to the problematic nature of
PDF estimation in high dimensional space and computationally expensive numerical
integration. One of them is the kNN estimator [] of MI, which in certain situations
provides better results than the Parzen-window, but is still computationally expen-
sive and not suitable to use directly on data sets comprised of discrete and continu-
ous data []. More recent approach is to estimate the density ratio (.) directly.
However, due to the logarithm in Eq. ., this approach becomes computationally
expensive and susceptible to outliers []. To alleviate this problem, the authors []
propose squared-loss mutual information measure which makes the computation more
robust.

.. Non-parametric Parzen-window estimation

When dealing with continuous variables, in order to compute the entropy or mutual
information, the most straightforward approach is to use the non-parametric Parzen
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window estimator for the PDF. Given 𝑛 independent and identically distributed sam-
ples {𝑥, ..., 𝑥𝑛} of a random variable 𝑋, the Parzen estimate of the PDF is

�̂�𝑋 (𝑥) =
1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=
𝜅𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖) , (.)

where 𝜅𝜎 is the kernel function. The subscript 𝜎 defines the width of the kernel. The
kernel function must have the following proprieties []:

𝜅𝜎(𝑥) ≥ 0,

∫
𝑅
𝜅𝜎(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 = 1,

lim𝑥→∞ 𝑥 𝜅𝜎(𝑥) = 0.

The kernel functions normally used are symmetric with the peak on the sample, con-
tinuous, and differentiable. The Gaussian kernel is a common choice

𝐺𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖) =
1

√2𝜋𝜎
𝑒−(𝑥−𝑥𝑖)/𝜎 . (.)

The kernel width 𝜎 is a free parameter in the Parzen-window PDF estimation. Multiple
recipes exist on how to set it appropriately []. One of the most commonly used is
the Silverman rule of thumb []

𝜎 = 1.06 𝜎𝑋𝑛−. , (.)

where 𝜎𝑋 is the standard deviation of random variable 𝑋.
When dealing with vector random variables, the Gaussian kernel must be extended

to multi-dimensional space. This can be achieved through the product of one-dimensional
Gaussian kernels

G𝛔(x − x𝑖) =
𝐷

𝑘=

𝐺𝜎𝑘 (𝑥𝑘 − 𝑥𝑘𝑖) , (.)

where 𝑥𝑘𝑖 is the 𝑖-th sample of variable 𝑋𝑘 and 𝛔 = {𝜎, ..., 𝜎𝐷}.
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.. Quadratic Renyi entropy

Erdogmus et al. [] bypassed the intermediate step of PDF estimation and showed
that quadratic Renyi entropy (𝑞 = 2) can be directly estimated from the data, without
the explicit need to estimate the PDF. By assuming Gaussian kernels with kernel 𝜎 and
substituting the PDF with the Parzen-window estimate in Eq. . we get

�̂�𝑑
𝑅 (𝑋) = − log

∞

−∞

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=
𝐺𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠



𝑑𝑥

= − log 1
𝑛 

∞

−∞

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)𝐺𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ 𝑑𝑥

= − log 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=


∞

−∞
𝐺𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑖)𝐺𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑗)𝑑𝑥

= − log 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗) . (.)

(.)

The result is obtained by observing that the integral of the product of two Gaussian
functions is a Gaussian function whose variance is the sum of the variances of the two
original Gaussian functions. Note, however, that other kernel functions do not result
in such handy evaluation of the integral.

Derivation for a vector random variable X follows along similar lines, but instead of
the Gaussian kernel we use the product of Gaussian functions given in Eq. .. This
yields the estimate of quadratic Renyi entropy for a vector random variable

�̂�𝑑
𝑅 (X) = − log

1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝛔(x𝑖 − x𝑗) . (.)

.. Cauchy-Schwarz divergence

On the basis of Renyi entropy and it’s convenient estimation the same authors []
also proposed a new divergence measure between two PDFs called Cauchy-Schwartz
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divergence derived from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality []:

𝑓(𝑥)𝑔(𝑥)𝑑𝑥 ≥ 𝑓(𝑥)𝑔(𝑥)𝑑𝑥

, (.)

where 𝑓(𝑥) and 𝑔(𝑥) are square-integrable functions. Equality holds if and only if
𝑓(𝑥) = 𝑐𝑔(𝑥) for a constant scalar 𝑐. From there they define the Cauchy-Schwarz
divergence as

𝐷(𝑝X, 𝑝′X) = − log
∫𝑝X(x)𝑝′X(x)𝑑x



∫𝑝X(x)𝑑x∫𝑝′X(x)𝑑x
. (.)

The divergence is always non-negative and is equal to zero if and only if 𝑝X equals 𝑝′X,
which is the same as in the case of KL divergence and Renyi divergence. Furthermore,
𝐷(𝑝X, 𝑝′X) is symmetric, but it doesn’t obey the triangle inequality. Lets assume
𝑝X represents the PDF of a continuous vector random variable X and 𝑝𝑌 the PDF of
a continuous random variable 𝑌. We can rearrange the above equation and write it in
terms of quadratic Renyi entropy as

𝐷(𝑝X, 𝑝𝑌 ) = 2𝐻𝑑
 (X; 𝑌) − 𝐻

𝑑
 (X) − 𝐻

𝑑
 (𝑌) , (.)

where the first term

𝐻𝑑
 (X; 𝑌) = −2 log𝑝X(x)𝑝𝑌 (𝑦)𝑑x𝑑𝑦 , (.)

is the quadratic Renyi cross-entropy []. It can be directly estimated from the data
using a similar approach as in the case of �̂�𝑑

 (X)

�̂�𝑑
 (X; 𝑌) = − log 1

𝑛𝐷+
𝑛

𝑖=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑛

𝑙=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑙)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ⋅ (.)

𝐷

𝑘=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎𝑘 (𝑥𝑘𝑖 − 𝑥𝑘𝑗)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (.)

.. Quadratic mutual information

On the basis of Cauchy-Schwarz divergence (.), Principe et al. [] proposed quadratic
mutual information (QMI)

𝐼(X; 𝑌) = 𝐷(𝑝X𝑌 , 𝑝X𝑝𝑌 ) (.)
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as a candidate for measuring dependence between variables. They prove that 𝐼(X; 𝑌) =
0 if and only if X and 𝑌 are independent of each other and positive otherwise, simi-
larly to the Kullback-Liebler divergence. They also empirically show that the maximum
and minimum of Shannon mutual information and quadratic mutual information co-
incide, but are different in magnitude.

Figure . depicts the geometrical interpretation of 𝐼 in 2D space (for the case of
two discrete random variables), proposed by authors in []. We can see that 𝐼 is
proportional to the angle between the product of marginal PDFs and the joint PDF.

Figure .
Geometrical interpretation
of quadratic mutual
information.

We can extend the notion of quadratic mutual information to an arbitrary num-
ber of variables. Given random variables 𝑋, ..., 𝑋𝐷, each with its corresponding PDF
𝑝𝑋 , ..., 𝑝𝑋𝐷 and the joint PDF across all variables 𝑝X, the quadratic mutual informa-
tion between them becomes

𝐼(𝑋; ...; 𝑋𝐷) = 𝐷(𝑝X,
𝐷

𝑘=

𝑝𝑋𝑘 ) . (.)





Feature selection
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A feature is a measurable property of a system being investigated. It can contain raw
data obtained from the observations, but often the data are preprocessed or transformed
to facilitate further analysis []. For example, when doing digit recognition, the im-
ages of the digits are usually translated and scaled so that each digit is contained within
an area of fixed size. Using a set of features, machine learning algorithms can model
a process and predict its future behaviour. This approach involves taking some kind
of learning machine (e.g. decision tree, neural network, support vector machine) to
train a model using already known input and output data. For example, based on fea-
tures collected about patients (gender, blood pressure, presence or absence of certain
symptoms, etc.) and given the patients’ diagnoses – the outputs, we can build a model
and use it afterwards as a diagnosis tool for new patients. The input features and the
output can be discrete (e.g. gender) or continuous (e.g. body temperature). If the out-
put consists of labels assigned to each instance then we are dealing with a classification
problem. If the output is continuous then we have a regression problem on our hands.

Many classification or regression problems involve high-dimensional input data. For
example, gene expression data can easily reach into tens of thousands of features [].
The majority of these features are either irrelevant or redundant for the given classifi-
cation or regression task. Large number of features can lead to poor inference perfor-
mance, possible over-fitting of the model, and increased training time [].

To tackle these problems, dimensionality reduction of the input feature space is an
important step in most machine learning tasks. Finding the most relevant information
in a possibly overwhelming amount can:

. improve the generalization performance with respect to the model built using
the full feature set,

. provide a more robust generalization and faster responses of the model to unseen
data, and

. achieve a better understanding and easier interpretation of the data by the re-
searchers.

In general, two approaches are possible to reduce the dimensionality of the input
data. Feature extraction transforms the original data into a feature space of fewer di-
mensions, while retaining the important information in the transformed data. This
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transformation may be linear, as in principal component analyisis (PCA) [], but
many non-linear transformations also exist [–].

Feature selection on the other hand searches through the original feature space and
tries to find features that provide the most information about the behaviour of a pro-
cess we are investigating []. Of course, it is possible to use a combination of both
approaches when trying to reduce the dimensionality of the observational data. In this
thesis we will be dealing with feature selection, which has the benefit of preserving the
original data.

. Feature relevancy

Feature selections approach tries to find a subset of the original features, which are
the most relevant for a given machine learning task. John et al. [] categorized the
relevance of a feature in the following way:

Strongly relevant features: A feature is strongly relevant for the output, if remov-
ing the knowledge about it (from the full set of features) changes the probability
distribution of the output values of the model.

Weakly relevant features: A feature is weakly relevant if it is not strongly relevant
and it becomes strongly relevant if we remove a subset of features from the data.
Thus, weakly relevant features provide information about the output, but can
be replaced by some other features without losing any information about the
output – they become redundant.

Irrelevant features: If the features are neither strongly nor weakly relevant, then
they are irrelevant – they don’t provide any information about the output.

. The process of feature selection

According to Bloom and Langley [] feature selection methods can be characterized
in terms of four basic aspects that determine the search process.

Search direction: One can start with an empty feature space and then succes-
sively add them to the set of selected features. Another possibility is to start with
a full set of features and successively remove them. The first approach is usually
called forward selection and the latter backward elimination. A combination of
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Figure .
Feature categories

the two is also possible, at each step we add and remove features from the set of
selected features. This approach tries to avoid hitting a local minima.

Search strategy: Doing an exhaustive search across the feature space is pro-
hibitive, as there are 2𝑁 possible subsets of 𝑁 features. Therefore greedy ap-
proaches are usually used to pass over the feature space, which can yield sub-
optimal solutions, but are much less time consuming.

Evaluation criterion: Evaluation of the relevance of a feature subset is crucial for
the process of feature selection. A more detailed overview of this issue will be
given in the next section.

Stopping criterion: One must decide when to stop the process of feature se-
lection. Multiple approaches are possible. The simplest is to rank the features
according to some evaluation criterion and use a parameter to set the breaking
point. Usually this parameter is simply the number of features we want, but
it can also be more closely connected with the evaluation measure. For exam-
ple, one could set, as the breaking point, some minimal value for the evaluation
criterion a feature must achieve in order to be selected []. Another option is
to stop adding or removing features when the performance of the model stops
improving. Statistical approach is also possible, by first adding irrelevant probe
features into the original data and then deciding to stop when there is no signif-
icant difference in the evaluation criterion value between the probes and the real
candidate features []. The stopping criterion determines the size of the final
feature set, which can affect the model’s performance and is arguably dependent
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on the number of training instances [].

. Feature selection methods

We can divide feature selection methods into three main groups depending on how
they evaluate features; specifically wrapper, embedded, and filter [].

.. Wrapper methods

The wrapper approach [] uses the performance of a learning machine to evaluate
the relevance of feature subsets. The main idea behind wrappers is that the learning
machine, which will use the feature subset, should provide a better assessment than a
separate measure based on entirely different foundations.

These methods search through feature subsets and on each of them train some kind
of learning machine and use the accuracy of the prediction model as the criterion
function for selecting the relevant features. Evaluating 2𝑁 subsets of features is a NP-
hard problem, therefore the search process across different subsets is done heuristically,
which yields suboptimal subsets, but avoids doing an exhaustive search. Examples of
search strategies used are sequential search [, ], genetic algorithms [] or particle
swarm optimization [].

Wrapper methods achieve good performance, but are biased toward a specific learn-
ing machine. Their main disadvantage is the computational cost caused by repeated
training of the learning machine for each feature subset under consideration. This
makes the wrapper approach infeasible for use on large data sets.

.. Embedded methods

Embedded methods reduce the computation time spent on evaluating different subsets
which is done in wrapper methods. They integrate feature selection into the learning
machine itself and perform feature selection implicitly, during the training phase. Ex-
amples of this approach are the recursive partitioning methods for induction found in
the decision tree algorithms ID [] and C. []. These methods are faster but still
dependant on the learning machine.

.. Filter methods

Filters approach to feature selection, in contrast to wrapper and embedded approach,
introduces a separate processing step, which occurs before actually training a learning
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machine. Filter methods are independent of the learning machine and can be used as
a preprocessing step to various machine learning tasks.

The simplest approach is to use a basic relevance criterion based on some measure
such as correlation coefficient [] or mutual information [] on each individual fea-
ture and then select the highest ranked features. More complex variants of this ap-
proach incorporate more advanced search strategies and asses feature subsets in order
to select the most promising features []. Another feature ranking algorithm is Re-
lief [], but it incorporates a more complex feature evaluation function. On the other
hand algorithms like Focus [] involve a more thorough search through feature space,
by first looking at individual features, than pairs, triplets, etc., until an optimal subset
is found. The advantages of filter methods are in generally lower computational time
and are less prone to over-fitting, but may fail to find the optimal feature subset for
a given learning machine. They can overlook inter-feature interactions with regards
to the output and select redundant or irrelevant features, due to the limitations of the
criterion function. Another drawback is also the fact that choosing the number of
features to be selected is usually done manually as no convincing automatic method
exist [].

. Information-theoretic feature selection

Evaluation criteria derived from information theory have been widely used in filter
methods. Information-theoretic measures such as mutual information are suitable for
measuring feature relevancy and redundancy. Mutual information does not assume lin-
ear dependencies between features and can handle categorical, and numerical data [].

Information gain is the simplest of information-theoretic feature selection meth-
ods []. It computes mutual information between every feature and the output (class)
and ranks them accordingly. It is fast, but does not take in consideration dependency
between features, so it is unable to detect redundant features. Due to this drawback
more complex methods have been proposed in order to select only those features, which
are non-redundant with regards to each other.

Battiti [] proposed a first-order incremental method Mutual information feature
selection (MIFS). Given a set of already selected features X𝑆 = {𝑋, .., 𝑋𝑀}, a set of
candidate features X𝐶 = {𝑋𝑀+, … , 𝑋𝑁 } and the output 𝑌, we compute the criterion
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function for each candidate feature 𝑋𝑐 ∈ X𝐶

𝑆MIFS(𝑋𝑐) = 𝐼(𝑋𝑐; 𝑌) − 𝛽
𝑀

𝑠=

𝐼(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠) , (.)

where 𝑋𝑠 ∈ X𝑆. At each step of the algorithm we add the candidate feature with
the maximum value to the set of already selected features. The criterion is a heuris-
tic which takes into account first order relevancy, assessed by mutual information
between the candidate feature and the output 𝐼(𝑋𝑐; 𝑌), and first order redundancy,
represented by mutual information between the candidate feature and already selected
feature 𝐼(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠). The method includes a free parameter 𝛽, which greatly affects per-
formance [].

Kwak et al. [] proposed an improved variation of MIFS called MIFS-U, which
avoids some of the deficiencies of the former. Peng et al. [] further improved on the
idea and proposed the minimum redundancy maximum relevance criterion (MRMR),
which uses MIFS with automatic setting of parameter 𝛽

𝑆MRMR(𝑋𝑐) = 𝐼(𝑋𝑐; 𝑌) −
1
𝑀

𝑀

𝑠=

𝐼(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠) . (.)

MRMR avoids using parameters, but still considers only first-order interactions. Nev-
ertheless, their modification outperforms MIFS and MIFS-U [].

Another variation of MIFS, is the normalised mutual information feature selection
(NIMFS) []. It uses normalized MI in the redundancy term instead of usual MI in
order to reduce bias towards multivalued features.

Yang and Moody [] used joint mutual information (JMI) as a criterion for feature
selection

𝑆JMI(𝑋𝑐) =
𝑀

𝑠=

𝐼(𝑋𝑐, 𝑋𝑠; 𝑌) . (.)

Their criterion considers second order interactions between features and the output,
thus increasing computational costs on one hand, but on the other hand also allowing
detection of features which, when taken in pairs, provide more information about the
output than the sum of both features’ individual contributions. Many more MI based
feature selection methods exist, but Brown et al. [] and Vergara et al. [] showed
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that they can be unified in a mutual information feature selection framework, from
where each of them can be derived.

There are also a few cases of using mutual information derived from Renyi [, ]
and Tsallis entropy [] showing promising results. Chown and Huang [] proposed
using a data compression algorithm along with quadratic mutual information to per-
form feature selection, but their method is prone to over-fitting, due to the estimation
of the criterion in high-dimensional space.

Several methods based on information theory have been developed which go beyond
second-order interactions [–]. The joint search for multiple features is difficult as
a multidimensional probability distributions are hard to estimate, and becomes espe-
cially problematic when the number of samples is small. However, this is a favourable
approach when questing for a small number of features, as some subtle interactions
can be revealed. When using filter methods as a pre-processing stage for a machine
learning task, it is usually better to select more features and give the learning machine
more options to choose from and possibly find higher-order interactions during the
learning phase [].

These methods are usually used on discrete/discretized data for classification prob-
lems with one output (class), however usage of feature selection on multi-class data
sets is also possible []. Furthermore, Frenay et al. [] also examine the adequacy of
MI for feature selection in regression tasks and argue that in most cases it is a suitable
criterion. However, regardless of feature selection being a precursor to classification or
regression task, most problems arise from the difficulty of estimating the MI.
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Majority of the methods listed in the previous chapter select features according to a
criterion made out of two parts: the relevancy term, which rewards features relevant
to the output variable, and the redundancy term, which penalizes redundant features.
They mostly try to detect first order interactions between features and will fail to select
optimal features in case of higher order interactions. Given the classical binary XOR
problem in Table ., MIFS and its derivatives fail to notice that features 𝐹 and 𝐹
fully define the output and will treat them as irrelevant. This shortcoming is solved in
the case of JMI, which would correctly identify both of them, since it considers second
order interactions. It should be noted however that one of the features should already
be in the set of selected features, this is due to the limitations of the greedy search
strategy. Of course, if we define the output as a XOR function of three binary features
𝐹, 𝐹, and 𝐹, then JMI would also completely fail, since it only deals with second
order interactions.

Table .
XOR between features 𝐹 and 𝐹

𝐹 𝐹 Output

  
  
  
  

As previously mentioned, the most common way of estimating Shannon information-
theoretic measures for the task of feature selection is through histograms. There are
other approaches but each of them with its own limitations (see Chapter .).

In this chapter we present a novel feature selection method based on quadratic mu-
tual information (QMI) []. Our motivation is the straightforward estimation of
QMI for discrete features, continuous features, or their combination, which makes it
suitable for use without any preprocessing dependent on expert knowledge about the
data. Moreover, it avoids using parameters, which are inconvenient for non-experts in
the field. It is possible to use it as a precursor to classification as well as regression prob-
lems in order to avoid over-fitting and to improve the learning machine performance.
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As a balance between computational complexity and order of the method, we decided
to consider up to second order interactions between features, similarly to JMI.

. Quadratic mutual information feature selection - QMIFS

The quadratic mutual information (.) works as the basis for our feature selection
method, because it can be computed directly from the data samples and works for
both, discrete and continuous features. Optimally, the method should assess every
possible subset of feature candidates and select the subset with maximum QMI. How-
ever, evaluating all possible subsets of features is prohibitively time consuming. An-
other problem is that the estimation of 𝐼CS is prone to over-fitting, especially if the
number of samples is not much larger than the number of features in the subset. This
is a common problem in machine learning when dealing with high-dimensional data.
To cope with it, feature selection methods usually rank or select features iteratively
one by one. Authors in [] show that complex search techniques often don’t provide
significant benefits over simple methods like sequential forward selection []. With
this in perspective we adopt sequential forward selection as the search strategy for our
method.

Even if the features are added to the relevant set one by one, it is still important to
consider possible interactions between them to prevent adding redundant features, or
to include those that are not informative about the output on their own, but are useful
when taken with other features.

The proposed method (Algorithm ) selects features iteratively, until it reaches a
stopping criterion – the number of features we want to have. At each step, the algo-
rithm considers all possible candidates from the set of candidate featuresX𝐶. It checks
each candidate feature𝑋𝑐 against the set of already selected features𝑋𝑠 ∈ X𝑆 from the
previous steps using the following heuristic as a criterion function

𝑆QMIFS(𝑋𝑐) = 𝑆QMIFS(𝑋𝑐,X𝑆, 𝑍)

=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑍) if 𝑀 = 0
∑𝑀
𝑠= (𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠; 𝑍) − 𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠)) if 𝑀 > 0

, (.)

where 𝑀 is the number of already selected features.
It adds the candidate feature𝑋𝑐 with maximum 𝑆QMIFS to the set of already selected

features. In the beginning X𝑆 is empty, so the algorithm considers only quadratic
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Algorithm : Quadratic mutual information feature selection – QMIFS
Data: Set of candidate features X𝐶 and output 𝑍
Result: Set of selected features indices S

Standardize X𝐶 and 𝑍
X𝑆 ⟵∅
S⟵∅
while stopping condition not met do

𝑆max = 
for 𝑋𝑐 ∈ X𝐶 do

𝑆𝑐 ⟵𝑆(𝑋𝑐,X𝑆, 𝑍)
if 𝑆𝑐 > 𝑆 then

𝑆max ⟵𝑆𝑐
𝑋 ⟵𝑋𝑐
𝑐 ⟵𝑐

end
end
X𝐶 ⟵ X𝐶/𝑋
X𝑆 ⟵ X𝑆 ∪ 𝑋
S⟵ S ∪ 𝑐

end
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mutual information between candidates and output. For later steps the criterion func-
tion (.) is composed of sums of pairs of terms. The first term rewards the candidate
features that are the most informative about the output when taken along with an
already selected feature. The second term penalizes the features that have a strong cor-
relation with already selected features. This on one hand ensures detection of features
which work better in pairs – they provide more information about the output when
taken together than the sum of both features’ individual contributions. On the other
hand, it avoids selecting redundant features – the information they provide about the
output is present in one of the already selected features. Extension of the criterion
to include higher order interactions between features is possible, but considerably in-
creases the computational time and is more prone to over-fitting. Figures . to .
show the important steps of the algorithm in the case of selecting two features from a
set of three candidates.

Figure .
In the first step of the
algorithm, all the candidate
features, along with the
output are standardized.

Figure .
Next, we compute 𝐼CS
for each of the candidate
features with regards to the
output. The thumbs-up
represent the amount of
information about the
output present in each
feature.
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Figure .
The feature with the
highest 𝐼CS is selected
first. In our case this is the
’blue circle’ feature. The
remaining two go back
to the set of candidate
features.

Figure .
Then, for the two remain-
ing candidate features we
compute the relevancy
term – 𝐼CS between the
current candidate, the al-
ready selected feature, and
the output.

Figure .
Next, we compute the
redundancy term, namely
𝐼CS between the candidate
feature and the already
selected feature (thumbs-
down) and subtract it from
the relevancy term.
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Figure .
The difference between
the relevancy term and the
redundancy term yields the
final score. The candidate
feature with the highest
score gets selected next. In
the case of more features
the process repeats again,
beginning from Fig. ..

Figure .
The final result is a set of
two selected features with
the remaining candidate
feature discarded.

It would be also possible to generalize the criterion function with the addition of
weights for the relevancy and redundancy part of the heuristic. This would give addi-
tional control over what we want to emphasize when selecting features (redundancy or
relevancy). However sweeping through the weight space showed no general benefit as
it is heavily dependent on the data set under consideration. Thus to keep the method
simple and parameterless we avoid this generalization. Furthermore we also considered
different options for the heuristic, such as using max operation instead of summation
already selected features, or including interactions between all the candidate features as
the criterion of selecting the first feature. These changes again offer no improvement
on real data sets and were abandoned.

Note that the (Algorithm ) does not define a specific ending condition. In our
experiments we fix the number of features we want in order to simplify analysis of
performance in comparison to other feature selection methods. However, more so-
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phisticated approach could be employed such as using a learning machine on the se-
lected features to see if the addition of the next feature improves the performance of
the learning machine. Of course cross-validation has to be performed at each step in
order to avoid over-fitting [, ].

There are a few considerations we have to take into account before using our method
for feature selection. Firstly, the estimation of 𝐼CS depends heavily on the kernel width
𝜎 []. The Silverman rule [] is a common way to estimate it, but the width must
be the same across all features. Neglecting this, the value of the criterion function will
vary even if all candidate features are equally relevant to the output [], and will fail
to choose the correct ones. We take care of this problem by standardizing (rescaling to
zero mean and standard deviation of one) the data, which in turn causes the Silverman
rule to produce the same 𝜎 for every feature. Secondly, the magnitude of 𝐼 has no
meaning [] due to the dependence on the choice of window width. However, cor-
rect identification of the most relevant features requires only relative difference among
them. That is, given two features 𝑋𝑎, 𝑋𝑏, and the output, and knowing that feature
𝑋𝑎 is more informative about the output than 𝑋𝑏, the 𝑆QMIFS estimate is acceptable
as 𝑆QMIFS(𝑋𝑎) > 𝑆QMIFS(𝑋𝑏). The following small-scale experiment nicely presents
some of the important properties of the proposed criterion.

We generate correlated data composed from two features 𝑋𝑠, 𝑋𝑐 and an output 𝑍.
All three are continuous with 2000 samples drawn from normal distribution with zero
mean and unit variance. We assume that feature 𝑋𝑠 is already in the set of selected
features, and treat 𝑋𝑐 as the current candidate. Figure .a shows how 𝑆QMIFS(𝑋𝑐)
changes while keeping correlation corr(𝑋𝑐,𝑋𝑠) fixed at 0.1, corr(𝑋𝑠,𝑍) at 0.6, and
varying the correlation between 𝑋𝑐 and output 𝑍 from 0 to 1. As the correlation in-
creases, 𝑆QMIFS(𝑋𝑐) also increases, but non-linearly. This behaviour is expected since
correlation is not comparable to quadratic mutual information. Figure .b shows the
opposite, how increasing the correlation between features affects the criterion value.
We fix correlations corr(𝑋𝑐,𝑍) and corr(𝑋𝑐,𝑍) to 0.6 and vary the corr(𝑋𝑐,𝑋𝑠) from 0
to 1. The result shows that 𝑆QMIFS penalizes redundant features – the higher the re-
dundancy (represented here as inter-feature correlation) the lower the criterion value.
These findings demonstrate that 𝑆QMIFS follows the aforementioned propriety of guar-
anteeing the correct ordering of features.
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Figure .
Properties of quadratic
mutual information feature
selection criterion: a.
relevance of feature 𝑋𝑐
as its correlation with
the output 𝑍 increases,
and b. redundancy of
feature 𝑋𝑐 as its inter-
feature correlation with
already selected feature 𝑋𝑠
increases.

. Performance on artificial data sets

In order to the illustrate the capabilities and shortcomings of our method we perform
feature selection on three artificial data sets with known concepts behind the output –
we know which features affect in advance.

Table .
Summary of artificial data sets

Data set Instances Features Output concept

xor+   𝑌 = 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑋
xor+   𝑌 = 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑋 ⊕ 𝑋
corral   𝑌 = (𝑋 ∧ 𝑋) ∨ (𝑋 ∧ 𝑋)

Data set xor+ consists of 7 binary features and a binary output with 128 instances.
The output is simply defined as a binary xor function of features 𝑋 and 𝑋 with 𝑋
being slightly (10%) correlated with the output. The rest of the features are irrele-
vant. In this case QMIFS and JMI are able to recognize the two relevant features since
the criterion function takes into account second order interactions between candidate
features. Methods like MIFS and MRMR fail in this case as they only consider first
order interactions. Both QMIFS and JMI use sequential forward selection and would
succeed only by chance to find the two relevant features if one of them was not slightly
correlated with the output. We can avoid this problem by examining all possible pairs
at the beginning of the search process and select the one that interacts the most with
the others as the first one. This introduces significant computational burden, which
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is not desirable for a filter method. Moreover, preliminary experiments performed on
real data show that it does not improve performance. This means that such relations
are rare in practice.

The second data set xor+ is an extension of the first one by adding three additional
binary features. Now the output is defined as an xor between features 𝑋, 𝑋, 𝑋, 𝑋,
and 𝑋. Five irrelevant features remain in the data set. We expand the number of
instances to 1024. Our method, as well as MIFS, MRMR, and JMI fail in this case as
they don’t consider such high order of interactions between features. This is obvious a
shortcoming of our method, but including higher order interactions into the criterion
function, although possible, would prohibitively increase computational time.

In the third case we use the corral data set []. There are 7 binary features and 128
instances in this data set. The output 𝑌 for each instance is defined as

𝑌 = (𝑋 ∧ 𝑋) ∨ (𝑋 ∧ 𝑋) , (.)

where 𝑋, 𝑋, 𝑋, and 𝑋 are the first four features. Feature 𝑋 is irrelevant, and
feature 𝑋 is highly correlated with the output but has a 25% error rate. This data sets
exposes the shortcomings of forward selection. Due to the high correlation between
feature𝑋 and the output QMIFS, similarly as the MIFS, MRMR, and JMI selects this
feature first and only then adds the other four relevant features, which fully describe
the output. This causes problems to some machine learning algorithms as feature 𝑋
only contributes noise and is in essence redundant. Methods that include backward
elimination in the process of feature selection cope better with this kind of problem as
they remove features from the candidate feature set rather then choosing them.

. Results and discussion

For our experiments, we use 16 data sets; most are from the UCI machine learning
repository [], one is from a company which deals with web advertisement placement,
others are from various papers or projects. To compare the methods over a wide variety
of scenarios we choose the data sets so that some include only discrete data, some only
continuous and some mixed. The experiments cover two problem domains: one is
dealing with classification and the other with regression. Table . briefly summarizes
the information about the data sets. For each data set it lists number of instances,
number of features and their type, the type of the output, and the problem domain.
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Table .
Main properties of used data sets.

Data set Instances Features Output Problem domain
discrete continuous

Chess    binary
Breast cancer    binary
Ionosphere    binary Classification
Sonar    binary
Wine    ternary
Cervical cancer    binary
Spine    binary
Leukemia    binary

Communities    continous
Parkinson telemonitoring    continous
Wine quality    continous Regression
Housing    continous
Web advertisement    continous
Facebook    continous
Blog    continous
Bank    continous

Short descriptions of selected data sets:

Chess – data set describes the end game scenario in chess of king and rook (white)
versus king and pawn (black). The 36 features describe the positions of the
figures on the board for each case. The output has two values either ”white can
win” (52% of instances) or ”white cannot win” (48%).

Breast cancer – the features are computed from a digitized image of a cell nuclei
sample and are all real valued. The output can obtain two values either the
sample is benign (63% of cases) or malignant (37%).

Ionosphere – the data are from a radar system used to probe the ionosphere for
evidence of some type of structure. The radar returns are described using 34
features and the output is two valued, either the radar signal passed through the
ionosphere (35.9%) or there was some echo back to the radar station (63.8%).

Sonar – the data were obtained by bouncing sonar signals from metal cylinders or
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rocks under various angles. The output is again two labelled either representing
a rock (46.6%) or a metal cylinder (53.4%). The 60 features represent power of
the bounced signal for different sonar frequency bands.

Wine – the data are the results of a chemical analysis of wines grown in the same
region of Italy, but derived from three different cultivators. The 13 features rep-
resent the quantities of constituents found in each of the three types of wine. The
output represents the cultivator to which a specific sample of wine belongs to.
The distribution of samples with regards to cultivators is (33.1% , 39.9% , 27.0%).

Cervical cancer – consists of gene expression profiling data from tumor and
matched control samples, 50% each. The data are raw read counts from se-
quencing of microRNA. It was published by Witten et al. [].

Spine – the data set contains physical properties patients’ spines with the output
being if a specific patient shows abnormalities or not regarding the condition
of the spine. The distribution of the output is 67% for the abnormal cases and
33% for normal.

Leukemia – consists of gene expression data obtained from bone marrow samples
of patients. The output is the diagnosis of the patients involved – diagnosed with
leukaemia (33%) or not (66%). A study using this data was published in [].

Communities – the data combine socio-economic data, law enforcement data,
and crime data for different cities in the US. The output is the total number of
violent crimes per 100k population.

Parkinson telemonitoring – combines a range of biomedical voice measurements
from 42 people with early-stage Parkinson’s disease during a six month period.
The output is the clinician’s Parkinson’s disease symptom score.

Wine quality – the data combine physiochemical proprieties of red and white
wine variants of a Portuguese wine. The output is the quality of the wine (a
score from 1 to 10).

Housing – this data set contains information collected by the US Census service
concerning housing in the area of Boston Mass. The output is the median value
of owner-occupied homes.
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Web advertisement – combines a range of features with regards to the device,
location, time, etc. for a displayed advertisement. The output of each instance is
the measured load time of an advertisement on a web page or mobile application.

Facebook – instances in this data set contain features extracted from Facebook
posts. The output gives the number of comments a post will receive in a specified
time frame. A study on analysis of this data set was published in [].

Blog – this data set originates from blog posts []. Features were extracted from
raw HTML data. The output is the number of comments a blog post will receive
in the next 24 hours.

Bank – a synthetically generated data set from simulation of how bank-customers
choose their banks. The output gives the rate of rejections for each bank i.e. the
fraction of customers that are turned away from the bank because of long queue
times. The data set is from the Delve project [].

.. Experimental methodology

We compare our method QMIFS to three other common and comparable methods
which use information-theoretic approach to feature selection: MIFS with 𝛽 = 1,
MRMR, and JMI. Among the multitude of information-theoretic methods, we chose
MIFS because of its historical importance and widespread usage in relevant literature.
MRMR was selected because it is among the best improvements of MIFS []. The
third method JMI, was chosen as a representative of second-order methods due to its
promising performance []. All of them use the same search strategy as QMIFS –
sequential forward selection and need discretization of the continuous features before
using them.

Additionally we include ReliefF [] feature ranking method in the comparison,
since it is very common in literature, but is not based on information-theoretic mea-
sures. It selects features by considering distances between feature vectors with regards
to the output. It does not use a particular search strategy, as it only assigns scores to
features, and then the user decides on the number of top ranking features. We need
to provide the method with one parameter: the number of neighbouring instances it
checks when computing the scores. If this parameter equals 1, the estimates computed
by ReliefF can be unreliable for noisy data. If the value is comparable with the num-
ber of instances, ReliefF can fail to find important features. We set this number to
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10 – the default value recommended by the Matlab package. It is noise-tolerant and
capable of detecting feature interactions, however it does not discriminate between
redundant features and has difficulties dealing with low number of samples. In some
cases a combination of ReliefF and information-theoretic methods is used to overcome
the shortcomings [].

For methods that need discrete data to work (MIFS, MRMR, JMI) we use minimum
description length discretization (MDL) procedure from WEKA [], which promises
better results than the usual approach of equal frequency or equal width binning [].
We use it on every data set that includes continuous features in order to make them
discrete. QMIFS and ReliefF can handle both discrete and continuous data so no
preprocessing is needed.

Classification tree from the Matlab Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox serves
as the indirect performance evaluation tool on the classification problem domain. We
choose this method because it is simple, parameterless, deterministic, fast and can ben-
efit from interactions present in the selected features, contrary to some other methods
like Naive Bayes, which assume that there are no dependencies amongst attributes [].
More complex methods like gradient boosting trees [] were also considered, but pre-
liminary tests showed no fundamental differences in the performance of feature selec-
tion methods.

We evaluate the performance of the methods using three measures:

. Classification accuracy (CA), defined as the number of correctly classified sam-
ples divided by the total number of samples.

. Area under the curve (AUC), which is the probability that a classifier will rank
a randomly chosen positive sample higher than a randomly chosen negative one
(assuming positive is higher than negative). A perfect classifier has this score
equal to 1, random classification has a score of 0.5.

. Youden index (Y-index) is the difference between true positive rate and false
positive rate. It is defined for all points on the receiver operating characteristic
curve (ROC), but in our case we provide the value in the optimal point for the
given classifier. It’s value ranges from −1 to 1. A value of 1 indicates that there
are no false positives or false negatives – perfect score.

In the regression problem domain we asses the performance using the regression tree
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from the Matlab Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox because of the same reasons
as in the case of classification. We obtain the performance of the methods through
measuring the root-mean-square-error (RMSE)

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 =


∑𝑛
𝑖=(�̂�𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖)

𝑛 , (.)

where 𝑛 is the number of samples and �̂�𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 are the estimated value and the true
value of the output.

As the output is continuous, MDL discretization is useless. Instead, equal frequency
binning is used, with five bins for every feature and output. Equal frequency binning
usually works better than equal width binning [], and the empirical evidence from
experimenting with MDL discretization shows that the number of bins per feature is
often between three and seven. Therefore for every continuous feature in each data set
we split the values into five groups so that the amount of values is approximately the
same across all groups and substitute each value in the data with the index of the group
it belongs to.

In both problem domains one thousand hold-out validations are performed on each
data set. Each time two thirds of randomly sampled instances act as the training set
to build the model and the rest as the validation set to measure the performance. For
each method we vary the number of selected features: 3, 5, 7, or 10, and compare the
results against the baseline performance where all features are used to train the model.

To get a clearer representation of result in both problem domains we rank the meth-
ods according to the measures CA, AUC, Y-index, and RMSE. Each method obtains a
rank from 1 (best) to 5 (worst). The ranked values get the same (average) rank if their
 confidence intervals overlap.

.. Classification performance

Table . shows which features are selected by each method, and Tables . and .
summarize the rankings of the methods for each test scenario for measures CA, AUC,
and Y-index and their average ranks. The ranks imply that all three measures behave
similarly, which is expected since the data sets are reasonably well balanced with respect
to the number of class values. Tables . and . show a more detailed insight into the
performance of the methods for seven selected features. It includes only the maximum
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standard error (SE) of the performance indexes since standard errors across different
methods are practically the same. Standard error is defined as

𝑆𝐸 = 𝑠
√𝑅

, (.)

where 𝑠 is the sample standard deviation of the measurements and 𝑅 the number of
measurements done. Results for three, five, and ten selected features are in the Ap-
pendix A.
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Table .
Classification problem domain: selected features.

Data set Method Selected features
   

Chess MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Breast cancer MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Ionosphere MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Sonar MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Wine MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Cervical cancer MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Spine MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Leukemia MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 
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Table .
Classification problem domain: ranking of feature selection methods for the first half of the data sets. Ranks calculated from
the measures CA, AUC, and Y-index are presented as triplets CA/AUC/Y-index.

Data set Method Selected features Average
   

Chess MIFS // // .// // .//.
MRMR // // /./ ././. ././.
JMI // // /./ .//. ././.
QMIFS // // // /./ ././.
ReliefF // // .// .// ././.

Breast MIFS .//. .// // /./ ././.
cancer MRMR .//. .// .//. .// ././

JMI .//. // .//. //. .//.
QMIFS .//. .//. .//. // ././.
ReliefF // .//. .//. ././ ././

Iono- MIFS ././. ././. .//. // ././.
sphere MRMR ././. .//. .// /./ ././.

JMI // .// .//. ././. ././.
QMIFS // ././ // /./ ././
ReliefF // // .// ././. ././.

Sonar MIFS // // // ././. ././.
MRMR // .// // ././. ././.
JMI /./ /./ // ././. ././.
QMIFS /./ ././ // ././. ././.
ReliefF // // // // //
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Table .
Classification problem domain: ranking of feature selection methods for the second half of the data sets. Ranks calculated from
the measures CA, AUC, and Y-index are presented as triplets CA/AUC/Y-index. The row with the overall averages includes also
the data form Table ..

Data set Method Selected features Average
   

Wine MIFS /./ // /./ ././. ././.
MRMR /./ // /./ // ././.
JMI /./ // /./ //. ././.
QMIFS /./ // /./ ././ ././.
ReliefF // // // // .//

Cervical MIFS ././. /./ // .//. ././.
cancer MRMR ././. ././. ././. .//. /./

JMI // .//. ././. // ././.
QMIFS // ././. // /./ ././.
ReliefF // ././. // /./ ././.

Spine MIFS //. // // // //.
MRMR //. ././. ././. // ././.
JMI //. ././. ././. // ././.
QMIFS // ././. ././. // ././.
ReliefF //. ././. ././. // ././.

Leuke- MIFS ././ /./. .//. //. /./.
mia MRMR ././ /./ // ././ ././.

JMI ././. /./ // ././ ././.
QMIFS .// //. .//. ././. ././.
ReliefF /./. /./ // ././ ././.

Average MIFS ././.
MRMR ././.
JMI ././.
QMIFS ././.
ReliefF //.

Chess data set: Baseline performs better in this case – looks like the learning machine
can handle all 36 features. CA drops by about 0.03 after reducing the number of
features to seven and all the methods show similar behaviour at prioritizing features.
According to Table . and tables in Appendix A our method is better than the others
when selecting 5, 7, and 10 features, with regards to all three performance indexes.
Breast cancer data set: In this case classification tree benefits from feature selection,
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even with only three features selected. Table . shows that all methods perform sim-
ilarly; the largest discrepancy among them being at five selected features, where JMI
overcomes the others in all three performance indexes.

Ionosphere data set: All methods improve the performance compared to the baseline.
Our method does not perform very well in terms of CA, AUC, and Y-index, even
though Table . shows that 5 out of 7 selected features are the same as in the best
performing method – JMI. It ranks second at 3 selected features but then falls behind
when selecting more of them. Interestingly ReliefF, although worse at 3 and 5 selected
features improves further on and reaches JMI’s performance on 10 features.

Sonar data set: Only a few features are common to all the methods, so the perfor-
mance varies substantially between them. At 3 selected features JMI and QMIFS work
the best and offer similar performance, having the same AUC ranks, with CA and Y-
index being worse for QMIFS. At 5 features CA improves for all methods but is overall
still worse than the baseline. Using 7 features selected by MIFS, JMI, or QMIFS offers
a considerable improvement in comparison to the baseline (3% better CA). The meth-
ods achieve the same ranks since the differences between them are small, causing the
confidence intervals to overlap. At 10 selected features all the methods offer improve-
ment over the baseline with JMI and MRMR having 2% better CA than QMIFS and
MIFS. Surprisingly, ReliefF lacks behind other methods in all cases.

Wine data set: Feature selection improves performance in comparison to the base-
line even though there are only 11 features in the data set. All methods select similar
features, manifesting in similar performance, except for ReliefF, which is somewhat
worse than the information-theoretic methods. This can be seen in the rankings and
in Table .. QMIFS achieves the best ranks when selecting 5, 7, or 10 features.

Cervical cancer data set: Performance of the Classification tree improves if feature
selection is done beforehand for all methods. Interestingly methods based on Shannon
mutual information select quite similar features, whereas QMIFS and ReliefF identify
other features as relevant. This is also evident from the rankings, with the aforemen-
tioned methods lagging behind the other three.
Spine data set: Again, feature selection improves performance, with QMIFS having

best performance on 3 selected features (about 3% better than the second best method),
with methods achieving similar performance as additional features are selected. This
reasonable due to the fact that there are only 12 present in the data set.
Leukemia data set: Here we can see that the Classification tree fails completely.
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Although the CA is very high this is due to the fact that the false positive rate is very
high – the tree classifies almost all instances to the same class. This is evident from the
other two measures AUC and Y-index, which are very low. According to additional
experiments, using more advanced learning machine such as Gradient boosting trees
does not improve the results meaningfully. This is true in both cases with or without
feature selection. Contributing to this failure is probably the fact that there are very
few instances and a lot of features in the data set. The ranks are shown in Table .
but are probably meaningless due to the failure of the learning machine. We can not
establish whether the selected features are relevant for the output or not.
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Table .
Classification problem domain: values of measures for  selected features for the first half of the data sets. For comparison
the values obtained with all features are shown. The last row at each data set lists the maximum standard errors (SE) of the
measures

Data set Method Measure
CA AUC Y-index

Chess MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Breast MIFS . . .
cancer MRMR . . .

JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Ionosphere MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Sonar MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .
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Table .
Classification problem domain: values of measures for  selected features for the second half of data sets. For comparison
the values obtained with all features are shown. The last row at each data set lists the maximum standard errors (SE) of the
measures

Data set Method Measure
CA AUC Y-index

Wine MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Cervical cancer MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Spine MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Leukemia MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Tables . and . reveal that CA, AUC, and Y-index behave similarly, except in
the case of Leukemia data set, due to the fact that the data sets used are well balanced
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in terms of class values. In all cases except the Chess data set, the classification tree
benefits from the feature selection with a 0.01 – 0.03 increase in CA. The differences
between methods in terms of CA, AUC, and Y-index are small, relative difference is
mainly less than 1%.

Overall, QMIFS offers performance similar to the other methods in terms of CA,
AUC, and Y-index. Its average ranks shown in Table . across all data sets and num-
ber of selected features are 2.8/2.9/2.7, placing it somewhere in the middle – better
than MIFS, MRMR, and ReliefF, but lagging behind JMI. The subtle differences in
the rankings can be attributed to the fact that both QMIFS and JMI are second-order
methods and can detect some more peculiar relations between features. The difference
between QMIFS and JMI could be attributed to the superiority of MDL discretization
compared to the direct estimation in the case of QMIFS. The overall worse perfor-
mance of ReliefF could be connected to the fact that the parameter is not fine tuned
for each data set.

To establish if these small differences in rankings are statistically significant we use
the Friedman statistical test [, ], which enables pairwise comparison of multiple
methods on multiple data sets. The test shows no significant differences, probably due
to the fact that many more data sets would be needed to show whether the differences
observed above are really significant.

.. Regression performance

Table . shows which features are selected by each method. Tables . and .
summarize the ranking of the methods for each test scenario and the average ranks. Ta-
bles . and . present a more detailed insight into the performance of the methods
with regards to RMSE. They only show the results for seven selected features. Experi-
mental results for three, five, and ten features are in the Appendix A.
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Table .
Regression problem domain: selected features.

Data set Method Selected features
   

Communities MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF  ,,  ,  ,  , , 

Parkinson telemonitoring MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Wine quality MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Housing MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF ,  ,  ,  ,  , , 

Web advertisement MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF  , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Facebook MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Blog MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 

Bank MIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
MRMR , ,  ,  ,  , , 
JMI , ,  ,  ,  , , 
QMIFS , ,  ,  ,  , , 
ReliefF , ,  ,  ,  , , 
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Table .
Regression problem domain: ranking of feature selection methods for the first half of the data sets

Data set Method Selected features Average
   

Communities MIFS .    .
MRMR .    .
JMI   .  .
QMIFS  . .  .
ReliefF  .   .

Parkinson MIFS . .  . .
telemonitoring MRMR . .  . .

JMI . . . . 
QMIFS  . . . .
ReliefF .    .

Wine quality MIFS     .
MRMR .    .
JMI     .
QMIFS .    .
ReliefF     .

Housing MIFS  . .  .
MRMR . . .  .
JMI .    .
QMIFS    . .
ReliefF    . .
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Table .
Regression problem domain: ranking of feature selection methods for the second half of the datasets. The row with the overall
averages includes also the data form Table ..

Data set Method Selected features Average
   

Web MIFS .    .
advertisement MRMR .    .

JMI     .
QMIFS     .
ReliefF     .

Facebook MIFS  .  . .
MRMR .   . .
JMI  .   .
QMIFS . . . . .
ReliefF  . . . .

Blog MIFS .    .
MRMR    . .
JMI  .  . .
QMIFS    . .
ReliefF . .  . .

Bank MIFS     
MRMR     
JMI     
QMIFS     
ReliefF     

Average MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
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Table .
Regression problem domain: values of RMSE measure for  selected features for the first half of the data sets. Column All
features holds the value of RMSE obtained with all features. The maximum standard error (SE) is given in the last row for each
dataset.

Data set Method RMSE

Communities MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Parkinson MIFS .
telemonitoring MRMR .

JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Wine quality MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Housing MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .
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Table .
Regression problem domain: values of RMSE measure for  selected features for the second half of the data sets. Column All
features holds the value of RMSE obtained with all features. The maximum standard error (SE) is given in the last row for each
dataset.

Data set Method RMSE

Web MIFS .
advertisement MRMR .

JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Facebook MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Blog MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Bank MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Communities data set: Table . and the ones in the Appendix A show that the
methods improve RMSE if we use more than three features to train the model. This is
expected, since the number of features in the data set is quite large (100) and difficult
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for the learning machine to tackle. Our method ranks second to last when selecting
3 or 5 features, but improves afterwards with RMSE comparable to the other three
information-theoretic methods (second and third best at 7 and 10 selected features).
The selected features across different methods are much more versatile on this data set,
owing to the fact that there are a lot of input features to begin with.

Parkinson telemonitoring data set: There is only a small gain in the performance by
using at least 7 features chosen by MRMR. The top 3 ranking features across all the
methods are very similar, with only JMI and ReliefF offering 6 – 8% lower RMSE in
comparison to others. However, our method performs equally well as JMI for five and
more features.

Wine quality data set: In some cases feature selection offers an improvement in the
regression performance even though the total number of features in the data set is only
11. Overall our method and MRMR are superior to MIFS, JMI, and ReliefF, selecting
similar features and offering improvement over the baseline.

Housing data set: The baseline performs better here for the most part, but there are
only 13 features in the data set, so the learning machine does not have a difficult task
at training the model. Only our method and ReliefF show a small performance benefit
compared to baseline when using at least 7 features. QMIFS achieves the second best
overall performance among the five methods with an average rank of 2.4, lagging only
behind ReliefF.

Web advertisement data set: Our method improves the model’s performance dramat-
ically compared to the baseline and other feature selection methods, which all exhibit
similar behaviour. The number of input features in the data set is large enough to
pose a difficult task to the learning machine, so it benefits considerably from feature
selection, at least when QMIFS is used.
Facebook data set: Feature selection improves performance, except in the case of JMI,

which surprisingly performs the worst on this data set. The best method in this case
is MRMR. Our method performs quite well being second overall. MIFS and ReliefF
lag behind somewhat except in the case of 10 selected features, where MIFS performs
as good as MRMR and ReliefF is on par with QMIFS.

Blog data set: Here certain methods improve the performance over the baseline with
others degrading it. QMIFS performs considerably better than the other methods in
all cases with only MRMR achieving similar performance in the case of 10 selected
features. Interestingly, JMI and ReliefF are the worst in this case.
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Bank data set: Here the differences between the methods and the baseline are neg-
ligible. It seems that the simulation process behind these artificial data is quite simple,
thus the Regression three can work with the whole feature set, without the need for
feature selection as the number of features is rather small.

In terms of average RMSE ranks, our method outperforms the other three, achieving
value of 2.4 across all test cases. MRMR takes the second place with an average rank
of 2.8. These results suggest that without the possibility of using MDL to discretize
the data, the other methods lag behind our approach. There are probably not many
higher-order relations in the data, since JMI is comparable to MIFS in terms of overall
performance. Obviously, the way underlying probability densities are estimated has
a higher impact on the performance than the order of the method. We believe that
QMIFS better distinguishes relations in the data than ad-hoc binning used in the other
three methods. Interestingly ReliefF does not perform so well even though it avoids
discretization, again this could be attributed to not quite optimal parameter selection
for each data set.

Again we check if there are statistically significant differences between pairs all pairs
of methods using the Friedman test [, ]. Similarly to the classification problem
domain the test does not show significant differences between the methods. As men-
tioned before, this can be attributed to the fact that we need more data sets in order to
establish significant differences between the methods. Nevertheless, we can definitely
see that on individual data sets there are differences in the performance of the methods.
We can argue that an optimal feature selection method for a certain data set should be
selected through experimentation. Another aspect of selecting a method is its simplic-
ity of usage, where QMIFS ranks favourably with its parameterless design and lack of
the need for additional preprocessing steps like discretization.
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Computational complexity of feature selection methods can be problematic when deal-
ing with large data sets, which are common nowadays. To cope with these problem
two approaches are possible, one is to reduce the computational complexity of the algo-
rithm by means of some approximation or clever usage of data structures, the other is
to employ massively parallel architectures like graphics processing units and coproces-
sors. In our case we try both options. We investigate the usage of Incomplete Cholesky
decomposition to reduce the computational complexity of QMIFS and we implement
QMIFs on two massively parallel architectures.

. Incomplete Cholesky decomposition

Authors in [] present an efficient approach to speed up the computation of 𝐼 with
an insignificant loss of precision. The basic algorithm for computing 𝐼 has a time
complexity of𝑂(𝑛), where 𝑛 is the number of samples. They use a greedy incomplete
Cholesky decomposition algorithm in order to achieve the computational complexity
of 𝑂(𝑛𝑚), where 𝑚 depends on the data and the desired precision 𝜖. This approach
is useful only when 𝑚 < 𝑛. In their work they achieve substantial time savings when
dealing with common data sets, so we adopted their approach in the computation of
𝐼.

The idea is to represent the estimation of quadratic Renyi entropy in terms of sym-
metric positive Gram matrix

�̂�𝑑
𝑅 (𝑋) = − log 1

𝑛
𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)

= − log 1
𝑛 1

𝑇
𝑛K𝑋𝑋1n , (.)

where 1𝑛 is a vector of ones of size 𝑛 and K𝑋𝑋 is a matrix of the form

K𝑋𝑋 =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

𝐺√𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥) ⋯ 𝐺√𝜎(𝑥 − 𝑥𝑛)
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥) ⋯ 𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑛 − 𝑥𝑛)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (.)

We can express any symmetric positive definite matrix K of size 𝑛 × 𝑛 in the form of
Cholesky decomposition

K =G𝑇G , (.)
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where G is a 𝑛× 𝑛 lower triangular matrix. If the eigenvalues of K drop rapidly, then
the matrix can be approximated using incomplete Cholesky decomposition (ICD) by
a 𝑛 × 𝑚, 𝑚 ≤ 𝑛 lower triangular matrix �̂�.

Figure .
Complete and incomplete
Cholesky decompostion of
symmetric positive definite
matrix

Quadratic Renyi entropy can then be estimated as

�̂�𝑑
𝑅 (𝑋) = − log

1
𝑛 1

𝑇
𝑛 �̂�𝑇

𝑋𝑋�̂�𝑋𝑋1n = − log
1
𝑛 1

𝑇
𝑛 �̂�𝑋𝑋 


 . (.)

Even though the time complexity of computing �̂�𝑑
𝑅 (𝑋) using �̂� is reduced from

𝑂(𝑛) to 𝑂(𝑛𝑚), one has to find �̂�. An efficient algorithm exists [], which per-
forms this task (Algorithm ). It is basically a greedy optimization algorithm, that tries
to minimize the trace of the residual K−�̂�𝑇�̂�. The time complexity of the algorithm
is 𝑂(𝑛𝑚), thus the overall time complexity of estimating �̂�𝑑

𝑅 (𝑋) remains 𝑂(𝑛𝑚).
We can use incomplete Cholesky decomposition to speed-up the computation of

the QMIFS criterion function (.). As noted earlier the criterion is comprised of two
terms; the relevancy term 𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠; 𝑍) and the redundancy term 𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠).

First lets derive the equation for the computation of the redundancy term using
ICD as presented in [], since it involves only two variables. We will treat candidate
feature 𝑋𝑐 as variable 𝑋 and the already selected feature 𝑋𝑠 as variable 𝑌 in order to
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Algorithm : Incomplete Cholesky decomposition
Data: Vector of feature’s instances X and desired precision 𝜖
Result: Incomplete lower triangular matrix �̂�

for 𝑘 = 1 to 𝑛 do
�̂�[𝑘, 1]⟵ 𝐺√𝜎(X[𝑘] −X[1])
D[𝑘]⟵ 𝐺√𝜎(0)
P[𝑘]⟵ 𝑘

end
𝑖 ⟵ 1
𝑠⟵ 1
while 𝑖 < 𝑛 do

if ∑𝑛
𝑘=𝑖D[𝑘] < 𝜖 then

break
end
𝑗∗ ⟵argmax𝑖≤𝑗≤𝑛D[𝑗]
P[𝑖] ↔ P[𝑗∗] //exchange values

for 𝑘 = 1 to 𝑖 − 1 do
�̂�[𝑖, 𝑘] ↔ �̂�[𝑗∗, 𝑘]

end
G[𝑖, 𝑖] ⟵ √D[𝑗∗, 𝑗∗]
for 𝑘 = 1 to 𝑛 − 𝑖 do

K[𝑘]⟵ ∑𝑖−
𝑙= �̂�[𝑖 + 𝑘, 𝑙]�̂�[𝑖, 𝑙]

K[𝑘]⟵ 𝐺√𝜎 (X[P[𝑖 + 𝑘]] −X[P[𝑖]]) −K[𝑘] /�̂�[𝑖, 𝑖]
end
for 𝑘 = 1 to 𝑛 − 𝑖 do

�̂�[𝑖 + 𝑘, 𝑖] ⟵ K[𝑘]
end
𝑠⟵ 𝑖
𝑖⟵ 𝑖 + 1
for 𝑘 = 𝑖 to 𝑛 do

D[𝑘]⟵ 𝐺√𝜎(0) − ∑
𝑖−
𝑙= �̂�[𝑘 + 𝑖, 𝑙]

end
end
Sort rows of �̂� according to P
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simplify notation.

𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠) = 𝐼CS(𝑋; 𝑌) = 𝐷𝐶𝑆(𝑝𝑋𝑌;𝑝𝑋𝑝𝑌 )

= − log 𝑉
𝐶

𝑉𝐴 𝑉𝐵
, (.)

where

𝑉𝐴 = 𝑝𝑋𝑌 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 , (.)

𝑉𝐵 = 𝑝𝑋 (𝑥)𝑝𝑌 (𝑦)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 , (.)

𝑉𝐶 = 𝑝𝑋𝑌 (𝑥, 𝑦)𝑝𝑋 (𝑥)𝑝𝑌 (𝑦)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 . (.)

We can estimate each of the three terms 𝑉𝐴, 𝑉𝐵, 𝑉𝐶 as follows

𝑉𝐴 ≈ 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)𝐺√𝜎(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗)

= 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=

K𝑋𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗)K𝑌𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑗)

≈ 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑚𝑥

𝑘=

�̂�𝑋𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑘)�̂�𝑇
𝑋𝑋 (𝑘, 𝑗)

𝑚𝑦

𝑙=
�̂�𝑌𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑙)�̂�𝑇

𝑌𝑌 (𝑙, 𝑗)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= 1
𝑛

𝑚𝑥

𝑘=

𝑚𝑦

𝑙=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑛

𝑖=
�̂�𝑇
𝑋𝑋 (𝑘, 𝑖)�̂�𝑌𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑙)

𝑛

𝑗=
�̂�𝑇
𝑌𝑌 (𝑙, 𝑗)�̂�𝑋𝑋 (𝑗, 𝑘)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= 1
𝑛 1

𝑇
𝑑𝑥
�̂�𝑇

𝑋𝑋�̂�𝑌𝑌 ⊙ �̂�𝑇
𝑋𝑋�̂�𝑌𝑌1𝑑𝑦

= �̂�𝐴 , (.)

where ⊙ is the Hadamard operator (element-wise multiplication).

𝑉𝐵 ≈ 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗)

≈ 1
𝑛 1

𝑇
𝑛 �̂�𝑋𝑋 



1𝑇𝑛 �̂�𝑌𝑌 




= �̂�𝐵 , (.)
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𝑉𝐶 ≈ 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=

𝑛

𝑘=

𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)𝐺√𝜎(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑘)

= 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=

𝑛

𝑘=

K𝑋𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗)K𝑌𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑘)

= 1
𝑛 1

𝑇
𝑛K𝑋𝑋K𝑌𝑌1𝑛

≈ 1
𝑛
1𝑇𝑛 �̂�𝑋𝑋 �̂�𝑇

𝑋𝑋�̂�𝑌𝑌 �̂�𝑇
𝑌𝑌1𝑛

= �̂�𝐶 . (.)

If we now substitute the three terms 𝑉𝐴, 𝑉𝐵, and 𝑉𝐶 in Eq. . with their estimates
�̂�𝐴, �̂�𝐵, and �̂�𝐶, we obtain the estimator [] for the redundancy part of the criterion
function

̂𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠) = ̂𝐼CS(𝑋; 𝑌) =

= − log �̂�
𝐶

�̂�𝐴 �̂�𝐵
. (.)

From the above equations we see that the most time consuming operation is the mul-
tiplication of �̂�𝑇

𝑋𝑋�̂�𝑌𝑌 . This operation requires on the order of 𝑂(𝑛𝑚𝑥𝑚𝑦) opera-
tions, which makes the computational complexity of computing the redundancy term
𝑂(𝑛𝑚), where 𝑚 = max(𝑚𝑥, 𝑚𝑦).

Now we can deal with the more complicated relevancy part of the criterion function.
It involves three variables: the candidate feature𝑋𝑐, the already selected feature𝑋𝑠 and
the output 𝑍. Again we simplify the notation by substituting 𝑋𝑐 and 𝑋𝑠 with 𝑋 and
𝑌.

𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠; 𝑍) = 𝐼CS(𝑋, 𝑌; 𝑍) = 𝐷𝐶𝑆(𝑝𝑋𝑌𝑍;𝑝𝑋𝑝𝑌𝑝𝑍)

= − log 𝑈
𝐶

𝑈𝐴𝑈𝐵
, (.)
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where

𝑈𝐴 = 𝑝𝑋𝑌𝑍(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 , (.)

𝑈𝐵 = 𝑝𝑋 (𝑥)𝑝𝑌 (𝑦)𝑝𝑍(𝑧)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 , (.)

𝑈𝐶 = 𝑝𝑋𝑌𝑍(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)𝑝𝑋 (𝑥)𝑝𝑌 (𝑦)𝑝𝑍(𝑧)𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦𝑑𝑧 . (.)

The estimation of the three terms 𝑈𝐴, 𝑈𝐵, 𝑈𝐶 goes as follows

𝑈𝐴 ≈ 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)𝐺√𝜎(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗)𝐺√𝜎(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑗)

= 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=

K𝑋𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗)K𝑌𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑗)K𝑍𝑍(𝑖, 𝑗)

≈ 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑚𝑥

𝑘=

�̂�𝑋𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑘)�̂�𝑇
𝑋𝑋 (𝑘, 𝑗)

𝑚𝑦

𝑙=
�̂�𝑌𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑙)�̂�𝑇

𝑌𝑌 (𝑙, 𝑗)
𝑚𝑧

𝑡=
�̂�𝑍𝑍(𝑖, 𝑡)�̂�𝑇

𝑍𝑍(𝑡, 𝑗)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= 1
𝑛

𝑚𝑧

𝑡=

𝑚𝑥

𝑘=

𝑚𝑦

𝑙=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
𝑛

𝑖=
�̂�𝑋𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑘)�̂�𝑌𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑙)�̂�𝑍𝑍(𝑖, 𝑡)

𝑛

𝑗=
�̂�𝑋𝑋 (𝑗, 𝑘)�̂�𝑌𝑌 (𝑗, 𝑙)�̂�𝑍𝑍(𝑗, 𝑡)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

= 1
𝑛

𝑚𝑧

𝑡=

1𝑇𝑚𝑦 �̂�
𝑇
𝑌𝑌 ⊙ �̂�𝑇

𝑍𝑍(𝑡)1𝑇𝑚𝑦 )�̂�𝑋𝑋 ⊙ �̂�𝑇
𝑌𝑌 ⊙ �̂�𝑇

𝑍𝑍(𝑡)1𝑇𝑚𝑦 )�̂�𝑋𝑋1𝑚𝑥

= �̂�𝐴 , (.)

where �̂�𝑍𝑍(𝑡) represents row 𝑡 of matrix �̂�𝑍𝑍,

𝑈𝐵 ≈ 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗)

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑗)

≈ 1
𝑛 1

𝑇
𝑛 �̂�𝑋𝑋 



1𝑇𝑛 �̂�𝑌𝑌 



1𝑇𝑛 �̂�𝑍𝑍




= �̂�𝐵 . (.)
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𝑈𝐶 ≈ 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=

𝑛

𝑘=

𝑛

𝑙=
𝐺√𝜎(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗)𝐺√𝜎(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑘)𝐺√𝜎(𝑧𝑖 − 𝑧𝑙)

= 1
𝑛

𝑛

𝑖=

𝑛

𝑗=

𝑛

𝑘=

𝑛

𝑙=

K𝑋𝑋 (𝑖, 𝑗)K𝑌𝑌 (𝑖, 𝑘)K𝑍𝑍(𝑖, 𝑙)

= 1
𝑛 1

𝑇
𝑛K𝑋𝑋K𝑌𝑌K𝑍𝑍1𝑛

≈ 1
𝑛
1𝑇𝑛 �̂�𝑋𝑋 �̂�𝑇

𝑋𝑋 ⊙ 1𝑇𝑛 �̂�𝑌𝑌 �̂�𝑇
𝑌𝑌 ⊙ 1𝑇𝑛 �̂�𝑍𝑍 �̂�𝑇

𝑍𝑍1𝑛

= �̂�𝐶 , (.)

Deriving �̂�𝐵 for the three variable case is the most straightforward, since the double
sums across the variables are independent of each other. Terms �̂�𝐴 and �̂�𝐶 are a little
bit more complicated. In both cases we start with basic formula and transform it along
similar lines as in the two-variable case, but the final step is much more convoluted.
We must be careful to perform the matrix and vector operations in the right order to
get the correct result and minimize the number of operations. Substitution of the three
terms𝑈𝐴,𝑈𝐵, and𝑈𝐶 in Eq. . with their respective estimates, yields the estimator
for the relevancy part of the criterion function

̂𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑋𝑠; 𝑍) = ̂𝐼CS(𝑋; 𝑌; 𝑍) =

= − log �̂�
𝐶

�̂�𝐴 �̂�𝐵
. (.)

Here, the most time consuming operation is the computation of �̂�𝐴. It requires on the
order of 𝑂(𝑛𝑚𝑥𝑚𝑦𝑚𝑧) operations, which means that the computational complexity
of the criterion function is roughly 𝑂(𝑛𝑚), where 𝑚 = max(𝑚𝑥, 𝑚𝑦, 𝑚𝑧).

. Exploiting custom hardware

Modern commodity computers are heterogeneous platforms with many different types
of computational units, including central processing units (CPUs), graphics processing
units (GPUs), digital signal processors (DSPs), coprocessors, and custom acceleration
logic (Fig. .). Today’s CPUs contain from two to twenty-four cores, each capable of
executing multiple instructions per clock cycle. Assisting the CPU, graphics processing
units usually render 3D graphics, but can also provide a general-purpose computing
platform.
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Memory

CPU 1

Core 1 Core 2

Core 3 Core 4

CPU 2

Core 1 Core 2

Core 3 Core 4

GPU 1

GPU 2

Coprocessor

Computer system

Figure .
Simple scheme of a mod-
ern commodity computer
with multiple multi-core
CPUs, GPUs, and a copro-
cessor.

In many fields of engineering and research constant improvements in data acquisi-
tion techniques lead to the production of large amounts of observational data. How-
ever, analysis and modelling of very large data sets quickly poses an unbridgeable ob-
stacle for algorithms that don’t effectively exploit the underlying computer hardware.

.. Parallel computing on GPUs

GPUs are designed as massively parallel processing units offering substantial computing
power. The accessibility of general-purpose GPUs in commodity laptop and desktop
computers has generated a wide interest in many research fields, ranging from simula-
tions of physical processes [], modelling of complex systems [], image and video
processing [] to artificial intelligence and data mining []. GPUs are the most pow-
erful computational hardware available at an affordable price []. They are often the
tool of choice when tackling computationally intensive problems while being without
access to specialized hardware or high-performance computing systems.

GPU architecture

The technology behind designing and building modern CPUs has advanced greatly
since the birth of general-purpose electronic computers, causing dramatic performance
and efficiency improvements with each new generation of CPUs. However, the funda-
mental design is still based on the classic, more than half a century old, von-Neumann
architecture []. As presented in Figure ., a CPU consists of a control unit, which
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interprets instructions and controls communication between the memory connected
to the data bus and the arithmetic logic (ALU) unit. The latter is the work-horse of the
CPU, tasked with executing instructions provided by the control unit. Modern CPUs
also include a small amount of on-chip memory (cache) and contain multiple ALUs.
Multi-core processors go a step further and group together multiple CPUs (cores) with
additional control logic and caches, all on a single chip.

Figure .
Modified Von-Neumann
architecture.

GPUs follow an essentially different architecture paradigm. In the beginning they
were designed as highly specialized hardware suitable for processing of the graphics
pipeline. However, their design has moved to a more general architecture capable of
other computational tasks []. The basic architecture of a modern GPU is presented
in Fig. .. It consist of several multiprocessors (SM) connected to a common on chip
memory (L cache). Each of the SMs is comprised of numerous simple processing
cores which share a common control logic, cache, a chunk of programmably accessible
shared memory, and a register file. All multiprocessors have access to the main graphics
memory through a high bandwidth bus. For example, currently top of the line Nvidia
GPU Titan Xp has  SMs with each of them having  processing cores, yielding the
total of  cores. Each of the SMs has  KB of shared memory and  KB of L
cache. The L cache amounts to  MB and the main graphics memory up to  GB.
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Figure .
Architecture of a modern
GPU.

The high number of processing units (cores) in modern GPUs leads to an impressive
raw computational power. They are designed to carry out massive amounts of float-
ing point calculations in parallel by executing a large number of threads with similar
instructions thus minimizing control logic and long-latency memory accesses. This
approach favours processing of large amounts of data in a highly parallel manner and
performs badly when exposed to many different smaller tasks. This is in contrast to
CPUs which can deal with smaller tasks effectively, but the memory bus bottleneck
considerably slows down processing of large amounts of data [].

Of course the architecture and the terminology describing GPU differs to some
extent between different vendors, but the main ideas are the same. In our case we used
the Nvidia terminology and architecture as an example.

GPU programming model

A programmer sees the GPU as a parallel coprocessor and can use it to speed-up com-
putationally intensive parts of the algorithm. He has to identify the parallelism in the
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algorithm and divide the processing into many small, independent subtasks, that can
be run in parallel.

Nvidia defined its own programming model, called CUDA [], which is tightly
bound to the underlying GPU architecture. The programmer has to be aware of
strengths and limitations of GPUs in order to fully exploit their raw computational
power.

A program which uses GPUs (Fig. .) starts on the CPU (host) and is executed
serially until a section of the program meant for the GPU (device) is encountered. If
some data needs to be processed on the GPU, then it has to be copied to the graphics
memory of the GPU – in the programming model referred to as global memory. The
GPU section of the program (kernel) then starts to execute on the GPU. After the
kernel execution has finished, the results (if any) are transferred back to the hosts main
memory. There are some additional types of memory defined in the programming
model, namely texture memory, local memory, and constant memory. Physically they
all reside in the main graphics memory, but are only useful in special cases and we won’t
be dealing with them in the scope of this work. For more details see [].

The kernel is executed in parallel by numerous independent threads, which are or-
ganized into blocks. These blocks are arranged into a grid, that facilitates distribution
of work across blocks. All the threads in a grid execute the same kernel. However
the programmer has mechanisms (thread and block identifiers) to distinguish between
different blocks and threads and can branch the execution depending on the current
block and thread id. Threads and blocks can be arranged into a one-, two-, or three-
dimensional structure depending on the problem domain. Fig. . shows a simple
kernel written in C using CUDA.
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Figure .
Simple code snippet
written in C to show
the differences between
ordinary serial code and
code that is meant for
execution on the GPU
(CUDA kernel). The code
listed performs an element-
wise addition of two arrays
and stores the result in the
third array.

Each thread has its own set of registers and can access the shared memory and the
global memory. The shared memory resides in the multiprocessor and is common to
all threads of a block. This memory acts as a fast cache, but it is different from the
normal CPU cache because the programmer can explicitly define which data should
be kept in it.
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Figure .
Nvidia CUDA program-
ming model.
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To write efficient code for the GPU, the programmer must follow certain rules [].
First, to utilize all of the processing resources of a GPU, there should be enough threads
running at any given time. As different Nvidia GPUs have different number of mul-
tiprocessors, cores, and other resources, and as the requirements per thread depend on
the algorithm, this number can vary considerably. Second, the number of divergent
branches inside a thread block should be kept at minimum, otherwise the code is forced
to execute serially for each branch taken by different threads. Third, the code should
maximize register and shared memory usage, since the access latency to this two types
of memories is very small in comparison to the global memory. Next, the data transfer
between graphics memory and the computer main memory should be kept as low as
possible to avoid bottlenecks. Finally, the memory access pattern must be taken into
account. The time required to access the global memory can be reduced, if threads
request a single continuous segment of the global memory. Neglecting these rules can
seriously cripple the algorithms performance.

Different tools are available for programming GPUs. Nvidia offers the CUDA
toolkit [] for programming its own products. It includes a proprietary compiler
and a set of libraries that extend the C++ syntax with parallel programming constructs.
Another popular option is the OpenCL framework []. It supports hardware from
different vendors but usually lags slightly in terms of performance when compared to
specialized development kits such as CUDA.

QMIFS on graphics processing unit

Usage of GPUs in the area of machine learning has become widespread in the re-
cent years. They are especially useful to speed up training of neural networks [],
and are the tool of choice in deep learning applications []. Researchers have cre-
ated numerous open source libraries, which simplify usage of GPUs in such applica-
tions [, , ]. Problems where big chunks of data are being analyzed often utilize
GPUs to bring down the execution times to workable levels. Examples are analysis of
genetic data [, ] and social network data [].

GPUs have been also used to speed up feature selection methods [–]. In
Chapter  we adopted the incomplete Cholesky decomposition to reduce the execu-
tion time of QMIFS. Another possible approach would be to parallelize the algorithm
and modify it for execution on GPUs. In one of our previous works [] we ex-
plored the possibility of using heterogeneous computer systems in order to speed up
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searching for interactions between single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in genetic
data, with the goal of detecting possible genetic causes for certain illnesses. We used
mutual information (.) and information interaction (.) to discover second order
interactions between features (in this case SNPs) with regards to the output (subjects
diagnosis). Due to the extent of the data a parallel approach to the analysis was cru-
cial. The computation of mutual information and information interaction between
different features and the output is data-independent. Consequently, we can design
effective parallel algorithms for their computation.

The analysis involved computation of 𝐼(𝑋𝑖; 𝑍), 𝐼(𝑋𝑗; 𝑍), and 𝐼(𝑋𝑖; 𝑋𝑗; 𝑍) for every
pair of features (𝑋𝑖, 𝑋𝑗), 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 and the output 𝑍. Since mutual information and inter-
action information is symmetric, we need to perform𝑁(𝑁 − 1)/2 evaluations of these
measures per data set, where 𝑁 is the total number of features. The obvious approach
to parallelizing the analysis, is to partition the evaluations of these measures into chunks
and distribute them between different computational units in a computer system. The
algorithm we designed is capable of distributing work across multi-core CPUs, GPUs,
and XeonPhi coprocessors. The measurements of execution times showed that GPUs
are the fastest for performing these kind of analyses.

If we now consider our feature selection method – QMIFS, we note that it suggests
a similar approach to feature selection. The criterion function (.) involves compu-
tation of quadratic mutual information for all possible pairs of candidate features 𝑋𝑐
and already selected features 𝑋𝑠. The evaluations are independent of each other and as
such suitable for parallelization. The most promising is the usage of GPUs, due to the
similarities between QMIFS and the method mentioned in the previous paragraph.

In order to adopt the algorithm for execution on a GPU, we need to partition the
problem so that it can be efficiently mapped to the GPU threads. As mentioned before,
GPUs execute very large number of simple threads in parallel. The most logical ap-
proach is to assign one evaluation of the quadratic mutual information to one thread
in order to maximize the workload. To do this we modified Algorithm  so that it
computes quadratic mutual information between all possible pairs of features and the
output before performing actual selection of features. This part of the algorithm is the
most computationally intensive and is thus executed in parallel on the GPU. Every-
thing else is executed serially in the same way as before. This approach means that
some values of quadratic mutual information, which were computed on the GPU may
not be used in the process of feature selection. The advantages are in the reduced GPU
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management and number of memory transfers, which would be present if calculations
on the GPU would be performed on demand during the process of feature selection.
Algorithm  shows the pseudo-code of the parallel QMIFS algorithm.

An important consideration is the minimization of data transfer between the graph-
ics memory and main system memory. At the beginning we have to transfer the
whole data set of features and the output to the GPU. After the computations on the
GPU have completed, we obtain the matrix U of the feature scoring heuristic, where
U𝑖𝑗 = I(𝑋𝑖; 𝑋𝑗; 𝑍) − 𝐼CS(𝑋𝑖; 𝑋𝑗). The dimensions of the matrix are 𝑁 × 𝑁 , but
due to the fact that quadratic mutual information is symmetric and that the diagonal
elements of the matrix U are not computed (see Algorithm ), we are basically dealing
with an upper-triangular matrix with 𝑁(𝑁 − 1)/2 relevant values. Therefore it would
be wasteful to keep the whole matrix in the memory and transfer it from the graphics
memory to the system memory. To avoid this we created an index transformation for-
mula (.), which enables us to store and access values of the upper-triangular matrix
U in a compact one-dimensional array. The formula works by translating between the
one-dimensional index 𝑘 = 0, ..., 𝑁(𝑁 − 1)/2 − 1 and two-dimensional indices (𝑐, 𝑠)
of the matrix U, which also identify the candidate feature 𝑋𝑐 and the already selected
feature 𝑋𝑠.

𝑐 = 𝑁 − (𝑡 + 2)
𝑠 = 𝑖 − 𝑁(𝑁 − 1)/2 + (𝑡 + 1) (𝑡 + 2)/2 + 𝑐 + 1 , (.)

where

𝑡 = √4𝑁(𝑁 − 1) − 8(𝑘 + 1) + 1 − 1
2 . (.)
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Algorithm : Parallel quadratic mutual information feature selection
Data: Set of candidate features X𝐶 and output 𝑍
Result: Set of selected features indices S

Standardize X𝐶 and 𝑍
X𝑆 ⟵∅
S⟵∅
𝑀⟵ 0
// The following for loop is sutiable for execution on the GPU

for 𝑋𝑖, 𝑋𝑗 ∈ X𝐶; 𝑗 > 𝑖 do in parallel
𝑈𝑖𝑗 ⟵I(𝑋𝑖, 𝑋𝑗; 𝑍) − 𝐼CS(𝑋𝑖; 𝑋𝑗)

end
while stopping condition not met do

𝑆max = 
for 𝑋𝑐 ∈ X𝐶 do

if 𝑀 > 0 then
𝑆𝑐 ⟵∑𝑀

𝑠=𝑈𝑠𝑐
else

𝑆𝑐 ⟵ 𝐼CS(𝑋𝑐; 𝑍)
end
if 𝑆𝑐 > 𝑆 then

𝑆max ⟵𝑆𝑐
𝑋 ⟵𝑋𝑐
𝑐 ⟵𝑐

end
end
X𝐶 ⟵ X𝐶/𝑋
X𝑆 ⟵ X𝑆 ∪ 𝑋
S⟵ S ∪ 𝑐
𝑀⟵𝑀+ 1

end
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Figure .
Transformation between
linear indices 𝑘 and pairs
of candidate and already
selected features (𝑐, 𝑠) in
the five feature case.

An example of how the transformation works in the case of 5 features is shown in
Fig. ..

.. Parallel computing on the MIC coprocessors

In , Intel announced the Intel Many integrated core architecture (MIC) – a family
of general-purpose, many-core coprocessors to compete with GPUs at speeding up sci-
entific applications []. The architecture is meant to compete with GPUs specialized
in general-purpose computing. The design follows a different approach in compari-
son to GPUs. Coprocessors consists of many simple, but fully functional processor
cores derived from the Intel Pentium architecture. The idea is to improve programma-
bility of such coprocessing devices by supporting a well-established shared-memory
execution model based on the classical Intel architecture. Intel improved the origi-
nal design by adding a -bit wide vector unit and Hyper-Threading Technology.
This enables MIC coprocessors to achieve similar theoretical performance as modern
GPU []. Some of the top supercomputers such as China’s Tianhe- use clusters of
these coprocessors to achieve petaflop theoretical performance while keeping the power
consumption within manageable limits [].
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MIC architecture

The basic MIC architecture is presented in Fig. .. The current implementation of
the MIC architecture is in the form of the Xeon Phi series of coprocessors. The model
P, which we used in this study, includes sixty cores interconnected with a bidi-
rectional ring bus. Each core is capable of running four threads in parallel. The design
uses typical cache structure of per-core level-one (L) and level-two (L) caches. The
shared L cache uses the high-bandwidth ring bus for fast on-chip communication.
The cores fetch data from the  GB of on-board RAM and communicate with the host
CPU through the PCIe bus. In comparison to GPUs, each core on a Xeon Phi can
efficiently execute the code even if threads do not follow the same program path. This
makes it suitable for a wider range of problems, including multiplications of sparse
matrices [], and operations on trees and graphs [].

Figure .
Architecture of a MIC
coprocessor.

MIC programming model

Based on Intel architecture, MIC supports already established programming models
available for traditional processors. Intel provides a compiler suite and all the tools
needed to exploit the hardware []. It has built-in support for Fortran and C/C++.
The code can be parallelized using OpenMP directives, MPI library, or some other
approach and compiled for the MIC architecture. Resulting applications can then run
only on the Xeon Phi coprocessors. Xeon Phi is essentially a mini computer within
the host. A specialized version of Linux operating system runs on the device, with
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the user being able to log on and perform tasks directly on the coprocessor. Another,
more general way to specify parallel execution is to use offload constructs along with
OpenMP to mark the data and the code to be transferred and executed on the Xeon
Phi. All other parts of the program will run normally on the host computer CPU.
A third possibility is to use OpenCL framework in the same manner as with GPUs.
MIC development tools facilitate data management through compiler directives. The
example in Fig. . demonstrates this programming paradigm. It performs the same
operation as the snippet from Fig. .. The programmer marks the data and the code
that is needed on the coprocessor. All memory allocations and transfers are done im-
plicitly. The MIC code looks much cleaner and easier to handle than CUDA code.
To obtain best performance, the programmer must tailor the algorithms to fully utilize
the vector unit. The Intel compiler automatically vectorizes the code where possible,
to make best use of the vector unit. of course the programmer can help in this regard
by using compiler directives or he can even perform the whole vectorization manually
through the use of intrinsic functions.

Figure .
Simple code snippet
written in C to show how
compiler directives and
OpenMP can be employed
to execute parts of the code
on Xeon Phi. The code
listed performs an element-
wise addition of two arrays
and stores the result in the
third array.

QMIFS on MIC

Although not so common and affordable as GPUs, MIC coprocessors have also found
their way into the scientific community and are especially useful in supercomputing
centres, due to their seamless integration and less demanding programming interface.
Although their main usage lies in large scale simulation of physical systems, they have
been used in machine learning tasks especially in the field of deep neural networks [,
].

Given the nature of QMIFS and our previous experience regarding Xeon Phi co-
processors [], where they proved to be faster than multi-core processors, it would
be meaningful to try implement QMIFS on such architecture. We can adopt the
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same approach in implementing QMIFS on the Xeon Phi as in the case of the GPU.
Essentially the same general approach and algorithm  can be used with all the con-
siderations, such as minimizing data transfers also valid here. We adopt the offload
paradigm for our implementation of QMIFS, where only parts of code are executed
on the coprocessor. The parallelization is done using OpenMP directives with only the
data set being transferred to the coprocessor and the resulting upper-triangular matrix
U (in compact form) transferred back to the host memory.

.. QMIFS on a hetergoenous architecture

Looking at the parallel QMIFS algorithm () and various implementations it seems
reasonable to combine all the implementations in order to exploit all of the system
hardware depicted in Fig. .. The idea is simple, at the beginning distribute the work
of computing the matrix U between all implementations and then gather the results.
The architecture of such approach is depicted in Fig. .. Each of the participating
implementations receives the data set and is assigned a continuous chunk of matrix U
for which it has to compute the values.

Figure .
Scheme of the heteroge-
neous implementation
of QMIFS. The software
in Matlab assigns work
to each implementation
and at the end gathers the
results.

The main issue is to distribute work according to processing power of each im-
plementation. This needs to be done in order to keep all the hardware busy during
the analysis and consequently obtain the lowest execution time. This can be done in
multiple ways. One can perform a short benchmark at the beginning to establish the
performance of the hardware. This adds additional overhead to the computation, but
if the data set is large it is not a big issue. Of course if the hardware and its performance
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is known in advance the benchmark can be avoided and the sizes of the workloads can
be set in advance. Another option is to assign small chunks to each implementation
at the beginning and then, according to the measured performance, adjust the sizes of
chunks that follow. If needed the adjustment can be performed multiple times during
execution. This looks like the most promising approach although it has its drawbacks.
The main being the fact that GPU kernels and MIC offloads need to be called multiple
times, and that the utilization of these two architectures is low at the beginning. In our
case, as proof of concept, we implement only the option where we set up the workloads
in advance based on the computational capability of the implementations.

. Results and discussion

To evaluate the effectiveness of the QMIFS optimizations we first perform experiments
on the data sets form Chapter  and establish how QMIFS and its optimizations fare
with regards to execution time against the other methods (MIFS, MRMR, JMI, and
ReliefF), which we evaluated in the previous chapter. In each data set we select half
of the features. We test the methods on a workstation with two six-core Intel Xeon
E5-2620 2.00GHz CPUs capable of running up to twenty-four threads in parallel, 64
GB of RAM, Nvidia Tesla K20 general-purpose computing card with 5 GB of RAM
and an Intel Xeon Phi 5110P coprocessor with 8GB of RAM. The operating system is
CentOS .. The K20 GPU features 13 multiprocessors with 192 cores per SM for a
total of 2496 cores. In the experiments we include four implementations of QMIFS:

. QMIFS-naive, which uses direct computation of quadratic mutual information,

. QMIFS-ICD, which uses the incomplete Cholesky decomposition, and

. QMIFS-GPU, which is the GPU implementation of QMIFS-naive.

. QMIFS-MIC, which is the MIC implementation of QMIFS-naive.

The base of all four algorithms is implemented in Matlab Ra. The computation-
ally intensive parts of QMIFS-naive are written in C programming language. The
GPU programming is done in CUDA C and the MIC implementation is done in C
using OpenMP directives. There is no need to port computationally intensive parts of
QMIFS-ICD to C since it mostly uses matrix operations, which are very fast in Mat-
lab. Each measurement was performed ten times with the execution times averaged to
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obtain the final result, except for QMIFS-naive in certain cases where the execution
times were very long (ie. Facebook and Blog data sets), where we did only one run.
The relative error of the measurements is around 2% in all cases.
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Table .
Classification problem domain: execution times for selecting half of the features present in the data set for various methods and
QMIFS optimizations – first half of the data sets.

Data set Method Execution times [s]

Chess MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Breast cancer MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Ionosphere MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Sonar MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .
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Table .
Classification problem domain: execution times for selecting half of the features present in the data set for various methods and
QMIFS optimizations – second half of the data sets.

Data set Method Execution times [s]

Wine MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Cervical cancer MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Spine MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Leukemia MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Fetures:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .
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The results form Tables . and . show that our optimizations fare well against the
other information-theoretic methods in the classification problem domain. QMIFS-
ICD is the fastest in most data sets, especially on the smaller ones. We note that
ReliefF is a very fast feature selection method, reason being its low computational
complexity [] and the highly optimized implementation in Matlab. On the other
hand it fared quite poorly in the experiments from Chapter  with regards to CA, AUC,
and Y-index. QMIFS only benefits form parallel GPU and MIC implementations
when the number of candidate features in the data set is large, like in the Leukemia
data set. The naive implementation of QMIFS is slower in all cases even if the data
sets are small, like in the case of the Wine data set. Looking at MIFS, MRMR, and
JMI, we can see expected behaviour – the latter being slower then the first two due to
its second-order nature.
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Table .
Regression problem domain: execution times for selecting half of the features present in the data set for various methods and
QMIFS optimizations – first half of the data sets.

Data set Method Execution times [s]

Communities MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Parkinson MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Wine Quality MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Housing MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .
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Table .
Regression problem domain: execution times for selecting half of the features present in the data set for various methods and
QMIFS optimizations – second half of the data sets.

Data set Method Execution times [s]

Web MIFS .
Advertisement MRMR .
Instances:  JMI .
Features:  QMIFS .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Facebook MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Blog MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .

Bank MIFS .
Instances:  MRMR .
Features:  JMI .

ReliefF .
QMIFS-naive .
QMIFS-ICD .
QMIFS-GPU .
QMIFS-MIC .
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On the regression problem domain we see that the ICD optimization speeds up
QMIFS considerably and is in some cases more effective than the other two implemen-
tations namely GPU and MIC. However, on the larger two of the data sets (Facebook
and Blog) the latter two are considerably faster than ICD. The naive implementation
is much slower on the largest data sets even infeasible to use. The other information-
theoretic measures are in quite a few cases faster than any implementation of QMIFS,
probably due to the fact that the discretization performed on the data was simple equal
frequency binning, which saves time in comparison to MDL. ReliefF proves to be the
fastest, but again it does not fare so well in terms of improvement of RMSE as can be
seen from the previous chapter. It still did achieve a better rank than JMI and MIFS
while also being much faster on the larger data sets.

To provide a more thorough insight into the effectiveness of the optimized vari-
ants of QMIFS we perform a second batch of experiments on artificial data sets with
continuous features and output. The data was generated randomly using uniform dis-
tribution. The experimental set-up is the same as in the previous case. Here we ex-
clude the other methods from the analysis in order to put the emphasis on the QMIFS
optimizations. We vary the number of instances, the number of features, and the
number of selected features. Additionally we compute the speed-up (𝑆) of QMIFS-
ICD, QMIFS-GPU, and QMIFS-MIC against QMIFS-naive. The speed-up is de-
fined as the quotient between execution time of QMIFS-naive and the execution time
of QMIFS-ICD, QMIFS-GPU, or QMIFS-MIC

𝑆 =
𝑇𝑄𝑀𝐼𝐹𝑆−𝑛𝑎𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑇𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑

. (.)

Each measurement was performed ten times with the execution times averaged to ob-
tain the final result. The relative error of the measurements is around 2% in all cases.
The first batch of results inTab. . shows how the number of instances affects the exe-
cution times for each variant of QMIFS. We set the number of features in the data set
to 300 and instructed the algorithm to select half of the features (150) form the data
set.
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Table .
Execution times of different variants of QMIFS with respect to the number of instances.

Instances QMIFS-naive QMIFS-ICD QMIFS-GPU QMIFS-MIC
Time [s] Time [s] S Time [s] S Time [s] S

 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅−  .⋅− 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 

We can see that QMIFS-naive is the slowest in all case by a considerable margin.
The execution time grows quadratically, which is the expected behaviour. QMIFS-
ICD is considerably faster with speed-ups reaching up to 40. The execution time grows
approximately linearly due to the efficient ICD decomposition of the data. QMIFS-
GPU is the fastest with peak speed-up reaching 93. Even though it shares the quadratic
growth of execution times with QMIFS-naive, the raw computational capabilities of
the GPU still make it considerably faster than QMIFS-ICD in our test scenario. The
MIC implementation is somewhere in between peaking at a speed-up of around 65.
This can be attributed to the lower raw computational power of the Xeon Phi copro-
cessor in comparison to the K20 GPU.

In the next set of results presented in Tab. . we show how the number of features
in the data set affects the execution times of QMIFS implementations. We vary the
number of features, set the number of instances to 550, and perform selection of half
of the total number of features. Again the data are random and uniformly distributed.

Table .
Execution times of different variants of QMIFS with respect to the number of features.

Features QMIFS-naive QMIFS-ICD QMIFS-GPU QMIFS-MIC
Time [s] Time [s] S Time [s] S Time [s] S

 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
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This scenario shows similar behaviour to the previous. The execution time grows
quadratically with respect to the number of features in all three cases. This is un-
surprising, as the number of evaluations of the criterion function grows quadrati-
cally with respect to the number of features. Again QMIFS-ICD, QMIFS-GPU,
and QMIFS-MIC are much faster than the naive implementation. The speed-up of
QMIFS-ICD is approximately constant (23) across different test cases, since ICD only
reduces the computational complexity of criterion function evaluation. QMIFS-GPU
is the fastest, with speed-up increasing as the number of features grows, peaking at 109
for the largest data set. Such behaviour is expected, since increasing the number of fea-
ture also increases the level of parallelism available in the algorithm. The behaviour of
QMIFS-MIC is similar to QMIFS-GPU due to the same approach to parallelization
it achieves a peek speed-up of 70.

The third set of results in Tab. . deals with how the number of required features
affects the execution times. We set the number of features to 200 and the number of
instances to 550 and performed selection of 25%, 50%, and 75% of features. The data
are random and uniformly distributed.

Table .
Execution times of different variants of QMIFS with respect to the number of selected features.

selected features QMIFS-naive QMIFS-ICD QMIFS-GPU QMIFS-MIC
Time [s] Time [s] S Time [s] S Time [s] S

 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 
 .⋅ .⋅  .⋅  .⋅ 

Here the execution times grow linearly in the case of QMIFS-naive and QMIFS-
ICD. The latter is around 23 times faster due to the more efficient computation of the
criterion function. QMIFS-GPU and QMIF-MIC behave differently, with constant
execution time, since the bulk of the work is done before performing actual feature
selection and is the same regardless of the number of features we want to select. The
GPU implementation is again the fastest with speed-ups of up to 106 and MIC second
with a speed-up of 74.

Next experiment addresses the question on how the type of data affects the efficiency
of incomplete Cholesky distribution (see Chapter .). Table . compares the execu-
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tion times of QMIFS-ICD on two types of data sets. In the first case we use uniform
distribution to generate the values and in the second case we use normal distribution.
The experimental set-up regarding number of features, number of instances, and num-
ber of selected features is the same as in the first experiment. The execution times for
QMIFS-naive and QMIFS-GPU are the same as in Tab. ., since the way data are
generated does not affect them.

Table .
Execution times of QMIFS utilizing ICD on data generated using uniform and random distribution with respect to the num-
ber of instances. The execution times are given in seconds.

Instances QMIFS-naive QMIFS-ICD
Uniform Normal
distribution [s] distribution [s]

 .⋅ .⋅ .⋅
 .⋅ .⋅ .⋅
 .⋅ .⋅ .⋅
 .⋅ .⋅ .⋅
 .⋅ .⋅ .⋅

We can clearly see that QMIFS-ICD is much slower when the features’ values are
normally distributed. Obviously the Incomplete Cholesky decomposition produces
larger matrices in case of normally distributed data, which causes longer execution
times. Nevertheless, even in the case of normally distributed data, QMIFS-ICD is still
much faster then QMIFS-naive.

These results clearly show that an efficient implementation of QMIFS on the GPU
is possible. It offers considerable time savings, which can be crucial when dealing with
large data sets. Our GPU implementation, although having higher computational
complexity, is insensitive to the type of data we are analyzing and is in this regard
advantageous to the QMIFS-naive. The MIC implementation exhibits less gain in
comparison to ICD, mostly due to the less capable hardware of the Xeon Phi. It can
still be useful when dealing with large data sets in order to complement the GPU
implementation.

The last experiment tries to address the feasibility of the heterogeneous QMIFS im-
plementation. To see if it provides considerable time savings we select the Blog data
set, which takes the most time to analyze using QMIFS and try to employ a combina-
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tion of QMIFS-naive, QMIFS-GPU, and QMIFS-MIC and run it on all 12 cores of
the Xeon processor, one K, and one Xeon Phi P. In order to distribute work
between them we used the execution time measurements of different implementations
on the Blog data set found in Table . – this reduces overhead and improves utiliza-
tion of the hardware. Each implementation, thus receives the amount of work pro-
portional to its computational performance. This means that the GPU gets assigned
60% of the work, CPU 12%, and Xeon Phi 28%. Using this configuration we reduce
the computational time to 1356 seconds. A speed-up of 1.46 in comparison to only
QMIFS-GPU. Of course having more hardware at hand could improve this result even
more.
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In the thesis we focus on information-theoretic approach to feature selection. We re-
view the foundations of information theory and look into its extensions established
by Renyi. We investigate the field of feature selection and its close relationship with
information theory. Based on the previous research in this field, we establish the de-
ficiencies of existing methods and propose a quadratic mutual information feature se-
lection method (QMIFS). Our goal was to detect second-order non-linear relations
between features and the output, similarly to joint mutual information. Addition-
ally, we focus on the analysis of both discrete and continuous features and outputs,
avoiding the intermediate step of estimating underlying probability density functions
using histograms or kernel density estimation. To achieve these goals, we employ a
quadratic mutual information (QMI) measure, as it enables direct estimation from the
data samples. The measure itself does not exhibit all the properties intrinsic to mutual
information measure, and additional effort was needed to compensate for deficiencies.

We compare our method to three representative methods based on information-
theoretic measures: mutual information feature selection (MIFS), minimum redun-
dancy maximum relevance (MRMR), and joint mutual information (JMI). Addition-
ally, we include ReliefF in comparison as one of the most commonly used, non-
information theoretic feature selection methods. The methods are compared indirectly,
on the classification problem domain using models built by the classification tree learn-
ing machine, and on the regression problem domain using the regression tree learning
machine. The results show that our method offers similar performance on the classifi-
cation problem domain in terms of classification accuracy, area under the curve, and
Youden index as the other three. When dealing with regression, it compares favourably
to the others regarding root-mean-squared-error.

To improve the computational complexity of our method, we adopt the incomplete
Cholesky factorization (ICD) in the computation of quadratic mutual information.
We extend the original proposal of using ICD in the computation of QMI to the
three-variate QMI.

Recent trends in machine learning favour the usage of graphics processing units
(GPUs) and coprocessors to tackle complex learning processes and analysis of big data
sets. We design QMIFS with this in mind and adopt it for execution on the GPU
using CUDA programming model and Many integrated core architecture (MIC) using
OpenMP. Furthermore, we develop a proof of concept implementation of QMIFS,
which distributes work to all available processing resources (CPUs, GPUs, and MIC
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coprocessors). We achieve considerable improvement of the execution time, making
QMIFS suitable for usage on large data sets.

We conclude that our method is universal, capable of feature selection on classifica-
tion or regression problem domain. QMIFS does not need an additional preprocess-
ing step to estimate the probability density function, as is the case in the other three
methods. This and the fact that it avoids using parameters makes it simple to use for
non-experts in the field. Experiments show that straightforward estimation of QMI
from data samples using quadratic Renyi entropy and Gaussian kernels does a good job
at identifying the important information in the data. Through the usage of ICD, it of-
fers considerable execution time savings compared to other feature selection methods
coupled with advanced discretization techniques. Furthermore, the GPU and MIC
implementations make it feasible for usage on very large data sets.

. Future work

Our work opens multiple fronts for future research. One of the deficiencies of quadratic
mutual information estimator is its sensitivity to kernel width selection. Other ap-
proaches towards estimating the kernel width could be investigated in order to improve
the performance of QMIFS.

The literature on extensions of information-theory proposes a multitude of depen-
dency measures. Our approach to feature selection can be modified to use other eval-
uation criteria. So, a possible direction for future research is the investigation of other
information-theoretic measures for compatibility with our approach to increase their
potential.

Our GPU and MIC implementations avoid the incomplete Cholesky approach be-
cause of its memory requirements and additional management, but could prove useful
when dealing with data sets that include a lot feature instances. The problem lies also
in the optimization of the algorithm for these two architectures. Consequently further
work could go towards adopting it for execution on the GPU and/or MIC.
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Table A.
Classification problem domain: values of measures for  selected features for the first half of the data sets. For comparison
the values obtained with all features are shown. The last row at each data set lists the maximum standard errors (SE) of the
measures

Data set Method Measure
CA AUC Y-index

Chess MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Breast MIFS . . .
cancer MRMR . . .

JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Ionosphere MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Sonar MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .
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Table A.
Classification problem domain: values of measures for  selected features for the second half of data sets. For comparison
the values obtained with all features are shown. The last row at each data set lists the maximum standard errors (SE) of the
measures

Data set Method Measure
CA AUC Y-index

Wine MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Cervical cancer MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Spine MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .

Leukemia MIFS . . .
MRMR . . .
JMI . . .
QMIFS . . .
ReliefF . . .
All features . . .
SE . . .
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Table A.
Regression problem domain: values of RMSE measure for  selected features for the first half of the data sets. Column All
features holds the value of RMSE obtained with all features. The maximum standard error (SE) is given in the last row for each
dataset.

Data set Method RMSE

Communities MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Parkinson telemonitoring MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Wine quality MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Housing MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .
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Table A.
Regression problem domain: values of RMSE measure for  selected features for the second half of the data sets. Column All
features holds the value of RMSE obtained with all features. The maximum standard error (SE) is given in the last row for each
dataset.

Data set Method RMSE

Web MIFS .
advertisement MRMR .

JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Facebook MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Blog MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .

Bank MIFS .
MRMR .
JMI .
QMIFS .
ReliefF .
All features .
SE .
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B. Uvod

Visoko-dimenzionalne podatkovne zbirke najdemo na veliko področjih znanosti, kot
so procesiranje slik in signalov, analiza bioloških in medicinskih podatkov ter oglaše-
vanja. Zbiranje čim večje količine značilk v teoriji samo poveča količino informacij
o opazovanem sistemu. Težava nastane pri analizi takih podatkovnih zbirk, saj veliko
orodij za analizo podatkov pri veliki količini značilk preprosto odpove [].

Reševanja te problematike se lahko lotimo na dva načina. Ena možnost je razvoj
sodobnih metod, ki so sposobne modelirati visoko-dimenzionalne podatke v nizko-
dimenzionalnem prostoru. Druga možnost je zmanjšanje dimenzionalnosti podatkov-
nih zbirk, ne da bi pri tem izgubili pomembne informacije. Tu sta poznana dva pristo-
pa: gradnja značilk, kjer izvorne značilke združujemo/preoblikujemo in s tem dobimo
nov nabor značilk, in iskanje značilk, kjer med izvornimi značilkami želimo poiskati
najbolj pomembne oziroma informativne. Slednji pristop ohrani izvorne značilke in
je zato lahko v pomoč pri interpretaciji rezultatov analize.

Pri iskanju pomembnih značilk se moramo nasloniti na neko kriterijsko funkcijo, ki
oceni pomembnost posamezne značilke. Možnosti je veliko in segajo od raznih razdalj
in divergenc do informacijskih mer [].

Informacijske mere so zagotovo med najbolj zanimivimi, saj izhajajo iz same definici-
je izbiranja značilk: iskanje nabora značilk, ki nam da največ informacije o opazovanem
sistemu. Med pogosto uporabljene informacijske mere spadajo medsebojna informa-
cija, skupaj z raznimi dopolnitvami, in relativna entropija []. Možne kandidatke so
tudi mere osnovane na posplošitvah Shannonove entropije, kot na primer Renyijeva []
in Tsallisova [] entropija. Vse informacijske mere slonijo na računanju verjetnostnih
porazdelitev podatkov s pomočjo histogramov ali jedrnih funkcij. Ta pristop je lahko
problematičen iz dveh razlogov: računske zahtevnosti in točnosti ocene verjetnostne
porazdelitve, še posebej, ko imamo opravka z visoko-dimenzionalnimi verjetnostnimi
porazdelitvami.

Večina informacijsko-teoretičnih metod za izbiro značilk lahko preučuje le diskretne
značilke. Če podatkovna zbirka vključuje tudi zvezne značilke, je te potrebno diskre-
tizirati, kar lahko dodatno zaplete postopek izbire značilk. Temu se lahko izognemo,
če uporabimo katero izmed metod, ki informacijske-mere oceni neposredno iz podat-
kov []. Eno izmed rešitev so v svojem delu predstavili Principe in sod. [], kjer so
z uporabo Reniyjeve entropije in metode Parzenovih oken razvili način za učinkovit
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izračun kvadratne medsebojne informacije neposredno iz podatkov bodisi diskretnih
ali zveznih.

Izvajalni čas metod za izbiro značilk postane problematičen, ko imamo opraviti z
zelo velikimi podatkovnimi zbirkami. Računska moč masovno-paralelnih arhitektur,
zgled katerih so grafične procesne enote [], omogoča, da dosežemo razumne čase izva-
janja ter s tem omogočimo analizo velikih podatkovni zbirk, kot so na primer genetski
podatki [].

B.. Prispevki k znanosti

Glavna tema disertacije je uvedba nove informacijsko-teoretične mere in metode za
iskanje pomembnih značilk v podatkih. Primarni cilj je odkrivanje interakcij med pari
značilk, ki lahko v določenih primerih prispevajo k jasnejši interpretaciji opazovanih
podatkov. Povzetek prispevkov k znanosti:

Uvedba nove metode za izbiro značilk, sloneče na posplošenih merah informaci-
je. Predlagamo algoritem QMIFS (ang. quadratic mutual information feature
selection), ki kot kriterijsko funkcijo uporablja kvadratno medsebojno informa-
cijo. Predlagana metoda uporablja požrešno metodo preiskovanja prostora zna-
čilk in lahko med značilkami in izhodom zazna odvisnosti drugega reda. Zmore
analizo tako diskretnih kot tudi zveznih značilk, kar odpravlja potrebo po pred-
procesiranju. Prav tako ne potrebuje nastavljanja parametrov, ki lahko laikom na
področju povzročajo težave. Uporabljamo jo lahko tako pri problemih uvrščanja
kot tudi pri regresijskih problemih, kjer pripomore k izboljšanju podatkovnega
modela.

Optimizacija računanja kriterijske funkcije s pomočjo nepopolne dekompozicije Cho-
leskega. V kriterijski funkciji metode QMIFS smo uporabili nepopolno dekom-
pozicijo Choleskega in s tem zmanjšali računsko zahtevnost v odvisnosti od šte-
vila primerov iz kvadratne v linearno. Da smo to dosegli, smo morali izpeljati
enačbe za uporabo nepopolne dekompozicije Choleskega pri računanju kvadra-
tne medsebojne informacije treh spremenljivk.

Paralelizacija metode za uporabo namasovno-paralelnih sistemih. Predlagamo mo-
difikacijo metode QMIFS, ki omogoča njeno izvajanje na masovno-paralelnih
arhitekturah. Identificirali smo računsko najbolj zahtevne dele algoritma in jih
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prilagodili za izvajanje na masovno-paralelnih arhitekturah kot so grafične proce-
sne enote in paralelni računski koprocesorji. Poseben poudarek smo dali zmanj-
šanju režije pri prenašanju podatkov in koordinacije med centralno procesno
enoto ter grafično procesno enoto/koprocesorjem. Poleg tega smo raziskali mo-
žnost izkoriščanja vseh računskih zmogljivosti hkrati, kar pripomore še k doda-
tnemu zmanjšanju časa procesiranja.

B. Teorija informacij

Teorijo informacij, kot jo poznamo danes, je postavil Shannon v svojem delu iz leta
 []. To področje znanosti se ukvarja z vrednotenjem, hranjenjem in prenaša-
njem informacije. Shannon je v svojem delu informacijo povezal z nedoločenostjo
oziroma entropijo, ki jo lahko interpretiramo kot povprečno količino informacije, ki
jo moramo izvedeti o neki naključni spremenljivki, da popolnoma odstranimo nego-
tovost o njeni vrednosti. Iz tega sledi, da je informacija neposredno odvisna od števila
stanj, ki jih lahko zavzame naključna spremenljivka, in verjetnosti posameznih stanj.
Informacijo prav tako kot nedoločenost merimo v bitih. Najmanjša je, ko je vrednost
naključne spremenljivke natančno določena, največja pa, ko so vse vrednosti enako
verjetne.

V primeru, da hkrati opazujemo več naključnih spremenljivk, ki so lahko med sabo
na nek način povezane, nas pogosto zanima, koliko informacije o naključni spremen-
ljivki vsebuje neka druga naključna spremenljivka. To nam pove medsebojna informa-
cija []. Ta je nenegativna količina, ki je enaka nič le v primeru, ko sta spremenljivki
med sabo neodvisni. V primeru, da ena spremenljivka v popolnosti opiše drugo spre-
menljivko, pa je medsebojna informacija največja in kar enaka nedoločenosti opazo-
vane naključne spremenljivke. Koncept medsebojne informacije je mogoče posplošiti
tudi na več spremenljivk hkrati, vendar je tu možnih več interpretacij. Avtorji so te-
kom razvoja področja teorije informacij predlagali več načinov merjenja medsebojne
informacije med več spremenljivkami hkrati. Med bolj znanimi so popolna korelacija,
multivariatna medsebojna informacija in sinergija [].

Poleg klasične Shannonove definicije nedoločenosti in informacije obstajajo tudi
njene posplošitve []. Ena izmed najbolj znanih je Renyijeva posplošitev []. V
svojem delu je Renyi poskušal najti najbolj splošno definicijo informacijske mere, ki
še ohranja aditivnost neodvisnih dogodkov in je združljiva z aksiomi Kolmogorova.
Predlagal je parametrično družino informacijskih mer – Renyijevih entropij. Shanno-
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nova entropija je v njegovi posplošitvi le ena izmed možnih parametričnih interpretacij
Renyijeve entropije.

Pri računanju informacijskih mer moramo razlikovati med diskretnimi in zveznimi
naključnimi spremenljivkami. V vsakem primeru potrebujemo verjetnostno porazde-
litev vrednosti naključne spremenljivke, da lahko pridemo do ocene opazovane infor-
macijske mere. V primeru, da je naključna spremenljivka diskretna, lahko verjetno-
stno porazdelitev ocenimo s histogramom []. Če je naključna spremenljivka zvezna,
imamo na razpolago več možnosti. Vrednosti lahko diskretiziramo in tako problem
prevedemo v diskretnega. To lahko povzroči dodatne zaplete, saj se moramo odločiti
glede postopka diskretizacije, ki lahko pomembno vpliva na izračun samih informa-
cijskih mer. Druga možnost je, da uporabimo diferencialne informacijsko-teoretične
mere, pri katerih je potrebno oceniti gostoto verjetnosti in izvesti numerično integraci-
jo. Obstajajo tudi drugi pristopi za ocenjevanje informacijskih mer, ki ne uporabljajo
ocenjevanja verjetnostnih porazdelitev, vendar so vezani na specifično informacijsko
mero [].

Erdogmus in sod. so se v svojem delu [] osredotočili na kvadratno Renyijevo en-
tropijo in izpeljali postopek za njen izračun oziroma oceno neposredno iz podatkov,
brez vmesnega ocenjevanja gostote verjetnosti. Idejo so razširili še na koncept medse-
bojne informacije in na podlagi Cauchy-Schwarzeve neenakosti predlagali kvadratno
medsebojno informacijo []. Dokazali so, da je kvadratna medsebojna informacija ena-
ka nič, ko sta naključni spremenljivki neodvisni, in pozitivna v primeru, da med njima
obstaja neka odvisnost. Prav tako so empirično pokazali, da minimuma in maksimuma
Shannonove in kvadratne medsebojne informacije sovpadata, vendar sta različna v ma-
gnitudi. Koncept kvadratne medsebojne informacije so razširili tudi na več naključnih
spremenljivk.

B. Izbira značilk

Značilka je izmerjena lastnost opazovanega sistema. Opisujejo jo lahko surovi podatki,
pridobljeni ob opazovanju sistema, ali pa so ti pripravljeni tako, da je nadaljnja anali-
za čim enostavnejša. Nad podatki lahko potem uporabimo metode strojnega učenja,
ki omogočajo gradnjo napovednih modelov in interpretacijo podatkov ter s tem bolj-
še razumevanje delovanja opazovanega sistema. Podatki pogosto vsebujejo zelo veliko
značilk, ki so nepomembne pri postavitvi modela sistema. Gradnja modela na pod-
lagi velikega števila značilk lahko vodi k povečanemu času procesiranja podatkov in
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neustreznemu posploševanju znanja. Da se temu izognemo, je priporočljivo zmanjšati
količino značilk. Tu sta možna dva pristopa: gradnja značilk transformira osnovni na-
bor značilk v manjšega, pri tem pa poskuša ohraniti čim več informacij uporabnih pri
gradnji modela; izbira značilk pa po drugi strani poskuša v osnovnem naboru značilk
poiskati tiste, ki nosijo največ informacij relevantnih za gradnjo modela. V principu je
možna tudi kombinacija obeh pristopov.

Značilke v splošnem ločimo v tri kategorije: pomembne, pogojno-pomembne in ne-
pomembne. V splošnem si želimo v končne naboru značilk imeti le pomembne značil-
ke, ki vsebujejo vso informacijo, potrebno za gradnjo napovednega modela. Pogojno-
pomembne značilke so lahko sicer koristne, vendar je informacija, ki jo nosijo, že vse-
bovana v pomembnih značilkah.

Proces izbire značilk lahko kategoriziramo glede na štiri vidike []:

Smer iskanja, ki definira, na kak način se značilke dodajajo ali odvzemajo iz
nabora izbranih značilk.

Strategija iskanja, ki definira, na kak način bomo preiskali prostor naborov zna-
čilk. Izčrpno preiskovanje celotnega prostora običajno ni sprejemljivo, zato se
tu pojavljajo razne požrešne strategije preiskovanja.

Ocenjevalni kriterij, ki podaja oceno pomembnosti posameznega nabora zna-
čilk.

Ustavitveni kriterij, ki pove, kdaj se proces izbire značilk zaključi.

Metode za izbiro značilk lahko razdelimo v tri velike skupine []: metode z ovojni-
co, vgrajene metode, metode z uporabo sita. Metode z ovojnico uporabljajo uspešnost
zgrajenega napovednega modela za oceno pomembnosti nabora izbranih značilk. Te
metode so običajno računsko zelo zahtevne, vendar lahko značilke izbrane na ta način
znatno izboljšajo uspešnost napovednega modela. Vgrajene metode so hitrejše, vendar
so vezane na specifični učni postopek, ki se uporablja za gradnjo modela, kar omeju-
je njihovo uporabnost. Zadnja skupina metod za izbiro značilk so metode z uporabo
sita. Te so ločene od učnega postopka, ki gradi napovedni model in se uporabljajo za
predprocesiranje vhodne podatkovne zbirke. Kot kriterij za izbiro značilk uporabljajo
različne mere kot so korelacija [] in medsebojna informacija [].
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Ravno informacijske mere so zaradi svojih lastnosti med bolj uporabljanimi kriteriji
za izbiro značilk v metodah z uporabo sita []. Tekom razvoja področja izbire značilk
je bilo predlaganih veliko metod, na primer informacijski prispevek [], ki razvrsti
značilke glede na informacijo, ki si jo delijo z želenim izhodom napovednega mode-
la. Potem so tu metode prvega reda, na primer MIFS in MRMR [], ki poskušajo
pri izbiri značilk upoštevati odvisnosti med značilkami ter metode drugega reda, na
primer JMI [], ki omogoča zaznavanje interakcij med izhodom in pari značilk. Ob-
stajajo seveda tudi metode višjih redov, ki ocenjujejo pomembnost celotnih naborov
značilk; pri teh hitro nastane težava ocenjevanja verjetnostnih porazdelitev v visokih
dimenzijah.

B. Predlagana metoda

Predlagana metofa QMIFS sloni na kvadratni medsebojni informaciji kot kriteriju za
izbiro pomembnih značilk. Motivacija za novo metodo je bila možnost izračuna kva-
dratne medsebojne informacije neposredno iz podatkov, tako za diskretne kot tudi za
zvezne značilke. To odstrani potrebo po dodatnem predprocesiranju podatkov. Prav
tako se metoda izogne uporabi parametrov, ki bi otežili njeno uporabo. QMIFS zmore
med značilkami zaznati interakcije drugega reda, kar je primerljivo z metodo JMI. Pri
preiskovanju prostora značilk uporabljamo iterativno požrešno iskalno strategijo, ki v
nabor izbranih značilk dodaja nove značilke eno za drugo, dokler ne dosežemo kriterija
za ustavitev postopka.

Ta je v našem primeru kar vnaprej določeno število značilk. Na vsakem koraku algo-
ritma kot kriterij za izbiro nove značilke uporabimo hevristiko, ki upošteva kvadratno
medsebojno informacijo med vsemi možnimi trojicami (že izbrana značilka, značilka
kandidatka, izhod) ter kvadratno informacijo med vsemi pari značilk kandidatk in že
izbranih značilk, ki ocenjuje podobnost/odvisnost značilk med sabo. V končnem na-
boru značilk želimo namreč imeti čim manj med sabo močno podobnih značilk. Z
vsako značilko kandidatko izračunamo vsoto razlik prej omenjenih količin preko vseh
že izbranih značilk. Značilka kandidatka z najvišjo vrednostjo hevristike se nato doda
v nabor že izbranih značilk.

Delovanje metode QMIFS smo preverili na umetnih in realnih podatkovnih zbir-
kah. Najprej smo metodo preizkusili na treh umetnih podatkovnih zbirkah, v katerih
so pomembne značilke poznane že vnaprej. Izkaže se, da se metoda obnaša po pri-
čakovanjih. V podatkih uspe odkriti odvisnosti drugega reda. Pri tem je omejena s
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požrešno iskalno strategijo, ki prostor značilk preiskuje iterativno. To lahko povzroči,
da metoda izbere pogojno-pomembe značilke ali pa spregleda interakcija drugega reda
v primeru, ko nobena od značilk ne izkazuje vsaj delne povezanosti z izhodom, če jo
opazujemo samostojno.

Preverjanje na realnih podatkovnih zbirkah je bilo opravljeno posredno preko gra-
dnje napovednega modela. Izbrali smo 16 podatkovnih zbirk različnih obsegov in
problemskih domen. Preko uspešnosti napovednega modela, zgrajenega na podla-
gi izbranih značilk s pomočjo klasifikacijskega drevesa ali regresijskega drevesa (odvi-
sno od problemske domene), smo metodo QMIFS primerjali z ostalimi primerljivimi
informacijsko-teoretičnimi metodami. V primerjavo so bile vključene metode MIFS,
MRMR, JMI in ReliefF, ki edina od navedenih ne sloni na informacijskih merah.
Uspešnost zgrajenega napovednega modela smo v primeru uvrščanja merili s pomo-
čjo klasifikacijske točnosti, površine pod krivuljo in Youdenovega indeksa. V primeru
regresije pa smo uspešnost merili s korenom povprečne kvadratne napake.

Metoda je na problemih uvrščanja primerljiva z ostalimi in se glede na rangiranje na
podlagi uspešnosti uvrša nekje v sredino. Je boljša od MIFS, MRMR in RelefF, ven-
dar zaostaja za metodo JMI. Pri regresiji se, vsaj na uporabljenih podatkovnih zbirkah,
izkaže kot v splošnem boljša od preostalih metod. Kljub temu test ni pokazal stati-
stično signifikantnih razlik med metodami. Za sklepanje na statistično signifikantnost
rezultatov bi potrebovali veliko večje število podatkovnih zbirk.

B. Izboljšave QMIFS

Računska zahtevnost metod za izbiro značilk lahko postane problematična, kadar ima-
mo opravka z zelo velikimi podatkovnimi zbirkami, kar privede do zelo dolgih izva-
jalnih časov. Te lahko zmanjšamo na dva načina. Poskušamo lahko zmanjšati račun-
sko zahtevnost algoritma s pomočjo približnih metod ali spretne uporabe podatkovnih
struktur. Druga možnost je, da uporabimo masovno-paralelne arhitekture kot so gra-
fične procesne enote ali računski koprocesorji. Tu predstavljamo obe možnosti v okviru
izboljšav algoritma QMIFS.

V [] so avtorji predstavili način, kako s pomočjo nepopolne dekompozicije Chole-
skega zmanjšamo računsko zahtevnost osnovnega algoritma za izračun kvadrate med-
sebojne informacije. Njihov pristop k računanju kvadratne medsebojne informacije
smo prilagodili za izračun kriterijske funkcije metode QMIFS. Izpeljali smo razširi-
tev osnovne metode, ki deluje le za dve spremenljivki, na tri spremenljivke ter dosegli
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zmanjšanje računske zahtevnosti. Izkaže se, da je čas izvajanja pri tej metodi močno
odvisen od narave podatkov. V teoriji se lahko zgodi, da metoda ni nič hitrejša od
naivnega računanja ali je celo počasnejša, vendar se v praksi to običajno ne dogaja.

Pohitritve metode QMIFS smo se lotili tudi z boljšim izkoriščanjem strojne opreme,
ki je na voljo v sodobnih računalnikih. Grafične procesne enote nudijo veliko račun-
ske zmogljivosti in niso več omejene le na procesiranje grafike. Proizvajalci grafičnih
procesnih enot nudijo razvojna okolja, kot je CUDA [], ki omogoča relativno enosta-
ven pristop k programiranju grafičnih procesnih enot za potrebe splošno-namenskega
računanja. Poleg grafičnih procesnih enot so se na trgu pojavili specializirani račun-
ski koprocesorji, kot je na primer Intelov Xeon Phi osnovan na arhitekturi MIC (ang.
many integrated core architecture) []. Obe rešitvi spadata med tako imenovane
masovno-paralelne arhitekture. To pomeni, da morajo biti problemi, ki jih hočemo
z njimi reševati, takšni, da je mogoče delo zelo na drobno porazdeliti. V nasprotnem
primeru ne dosežemo želenih rezultatov.

Na primeru metode QMIFS smo algoritem prilagodili tako za grafične procesne
enote kot tudi za koprocesorje Xeon Phi. Pri tem smo bili pazljivi, da smo upoštevali
specifike posamezne arhitekture in čim bolj zmanjšali režijo. Raziskali smo tudi mo-
žnost uporabe obeh arhitektur in več-jedrne centralne procesne enote hkrati in s tem
poskušali še dodatno zmanjšati čas procesiranja.

Izmerili smo čase procesiranja za različne implementacije metode QMIFS (naivna,
uporaba nepopolne dekompozicije Choleskega, GPU, MIC) na vseh 16 podatkovnih
zbirkah in jih primerjali z ostalimi metodami (MIFS, MRMR, JMI in ReliefF). Re-
zultati kažejo, da vse tri izboljšave močno pripomorejo k zmanjšanju časa izvajanja v
primerjavi z naivno metodo in omogočijo uporabo QMIFS tudi na večjih podatkov-
nih zbirkah. V primerjavi z ostalimi informacijsko-teoretičnimi metodami se izkaže,
da je pri problemih uvrščanja QMIFS večinoma hitrejši. Razlog za to je v dodatnem
predprocesiranju (diskretizaciji), ki je potrebna pri ostalih metodah. Tu je bila upora-
bljena napredna metoda MDL []. Na regresijskih problemih je bila po drugi strani
uporabljena preprostejša oblika diskretizacije – razvrščanje na osnovi enake frekvence.
Ta je računsko precej manj zahtevna, zato so v tem primeru implementacije QMIFS
nekoliko počasnejše od preostalih informacijsko-teoretičnih metod. V obeh primerih
pa je bila najhitrejša metoda ReliefF, ki edina ne temelji na informacijski teoriji in ima
zelo nizko računsko zahtevnost.

Nadalje smo različne implementacije QMIFS preizkusili na umetnih podatkih, da
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bi ugotovili, kako se obnašajo pri spreminjanju števila značilk in primerov v podat-
kih. Grafična procesna enota se obnese najbolje, saj za skoraj stokrat zmanjša čas pro-
cesiranja v primerjavi z naivno implementacijo. Na koprocesorju je pohitritev okoli
šestdesetkratna, medtem ko je pohitritev, ki jo prinese nepopolna dekompozicija Cho-
leskega, okoli dvajsetkratna. Eksperiment z uporabo vseh procesnih enot računalnika
pokaže, da je ta pristop obetaven, saj na primeru, ko uporabimo 12 jeder centralne
procesne enote, grafično procesno enoto ter koprocesor Xeon Phi, znatno zmanjšamo
čas izvajanja metode QMIFS.

B. Zaključek

V disertaciji smo se osredotočili na informacijsko-teoretični pristop k izbiri značilk.
Povzeli smo temelje teorije informacij in si ogledali njeno posplošitev. Prav tako smo
raziskali področje izbiranja pomembnih značilk in njegovo povezavo s teorijo infor-
macij. Na podlagi pregleda vseh teh področij smo predlagali novo metodo za izbiro
značilk, QMIFS, ki sloni na kvadratni medsebojni informaciji. Naš cilj je bil razvoj
metode, ki bo pri izbiranju značilk upoštevala interakcije med njimi in bo sposob-
na analize tako diskretnih kot tudi zveznih značilk brez predprocesiranja/diskretizacije
podatkov. Prav tako smo se izognili uporabi parametrov, ki bi laikom lahko otežili
uporabo metode.

Delovanje metode smo analizirali na umetnih in realnih podatkih ter jo primerjali z
drugimi metodami za izbiro značilk. Na realnih podatkovnih zbirkah smo metode med
sabo primerjali posredno, preko uspešnosti napovednega modela zgrajenega s pomočjo
klasifikacijskega oziroma regresijskega drevesa. Rezultati kažejo, da je naša metoda
primerljiva z ostalimi pri iskanju značilk na problemski domeni uvrščanja, pri regresiji
pa se v splošnem izkaže za boljšo.

Prav tako smo izboljšali računsko zahtevnost metode s pomočjo nepopolne dekom-
pozicije Choleskega in dosegli precejšnje prihranke pri izvajalnem času. Nadalje smo
raziskali možnost implementacije metode QMIFS na masovno-paralelnih arhitektu-
rah, kot so grafične procesne enote in računski koprocesorji. Implementacija na obeh
arhitekturah se je izkazala za uspešno, saj močno zmanjša izvajalni in naredi metodo
QMIFS uporabno tudi na večjih podatkovnih zbirkah.

Naša metoda se izkaže kot univerzalna, primerna tako za izbiro značilk pri proble-
mih uvrščanja in regresije. Ne potrebuje predprocesiranja in se izogne uporabi parame-
trov. Skozi dodatne izboljšave, kot so uporaba nepopolne dekompozicije Choleskega
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ali masovno-paralelnih arhitektur, pa postane uporabna tudi za procesiranje velikih
podatkovnih zbirk.

Za nadaljnje delo ostaja odprtih več front. Ena od teh je optimizacija širine je-
drne funkcije, ki se uporablja pri računanju kvadratne medsebojne informacije, saj
pomembno vpliva na končno vrednost mere. Druga možnost je prilagoditev našega
pristopa na kako drugo informacijsko-teoretično mero, ki bi lahko privedla do še bolj-
ših rezultatov. Za nadaljnje delo se ponuja tudi možnost implementacije nepopolne
dekompozicije Choleskega na masovno-paralelnih arhitekturah, ki zaradi težavne op-
timizacije in prilagoditve algoritma ostaja odprt problem.
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